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Al though bonding requirements do preclude some small business firms from sub-
mitting bids on housekeeping service contracts, the Government is still able to get
adequate price competition from small business firms on such procurements.

There is a valid need to Include bonds on housekeeping service contracts such as
K. P., garbage, and hospital custodial/janitorial , when continuity of performance
Is critical to mission capability or to the health , welfare, and morale of the troops
Al though bonds do not Insure performance, they do increase the probability of con-
tinued performance since: (1) sureties may elect to: (a) assume performance using
the existing work force; (b) provide financial and managerial aid to contractors
experiencing performance problems ; (2) suppliers and laborers (employees ) are more
willing to extend credit to a bonded contractor experiencing financial problems.

ASPR 10-104.2(a), which Impl ies that a bond is j ustified if the contract pro es
both for the usage and specified manner of handling Government property, mater ia
and funds, is being erroneously Interpreted as bond j ustification when contractor
has access to Government property during contract performance.

Bond premium costs, which are based on contract value in lieu of the bond ’s
penal sum, are normally not greater than 1 percent of the contract price. Permitting
the PCO to rely on a contractor ’s ability to get a bond as a factor in determining
the contractor ’s responsibility would eliminate duplication of effort currently
expended by the surety and PCO.

Reconinendations Include proposed changes to ASPR and DA guidance regarding
bond usage. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. BACKGROUND

The Special Assistant for Sm’ill Bosine.. and Economic Utilization Policy, ASA(I&L)
has recently received a number of pro~ sts from small business firms charging that Army
contracting officer, have imposed arbitrary and capncious bonding requirements on semce
contracts for housekeeping services. The proteston allege that these requirements are
unnecessary and restrictive of competition. A preliminary survey has shown that bonding
has been a requirement for some Army housekeeping service contracts, and that the penal
sum percentage. specified vary widely from installation to installation.

B. OBJECTIVE

The objective, of this study are to: (1) develop criteria for contracting officer, to use
in making application of bid and performance bond requirements on housekeeping service
contracts; (2) if bonding is required, determine the penal sum needed to protect the
Government’s interest; (3) recommend any changes needed for ASPR.

C. RESEARCH METHOD

The research method utilized included: (1) questionnaire solicitation of 32 Army
procurement activities, induding specific information regarding a 10-percent random sample
of awards during FY 76 and FY 77; (2) field visits to selected DOD activities, an SBA
regional office, and a commercial surety; (3) evaluation of data obtained.

D. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDAT IONS

Bond. were required for procurements involving the following six classes of
s e r v i c e s :  ( 1 )  f o o d ;  (2)  g a r b a g e  c o l l e c t i o n ;  (3)  l a n d s c a p e ;
(4) custodial/janitorial (5) guard; and (6) installation bus.

AlthouØi bonding requirements do preclude some small business firms from submitting
bids on housekeeping service contracts, the Government is still able to get adequate price
competition from small business firms on such procurements.

There is a valid need to include bonds on housekeeping service contracts such as K.P.,
garbage, and hospital aiutodial/j anitorial, when continuity of performance is critical to
mission capability or to the health, welfare, and morale of the troop.. Although bonds do
not inure performance, they do increase the probability of continued performaice
since: (1) sureties may elect to: (a) sume performance using the existing work
force; (b) provide financial and managerial aid to contractors experiencing performance
probleme; (2) suppliers and laborers (employee.) are more willing to extend credit to a
bonded contractor experiencing financial problems.
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ASPR 10.104.2(a), which implies that a bond is justified if the contract provides both
for the usage and specified manner of handling Government prop erty, material and funds, is
being erroneously interpreted as bond justification when contractor has access to
Goveriunent property during contract performance .

Bond premium costs, which are based on contract value in lieu of the bond’s penal
sum, are normally not greater than 1 percent of the contract price. Permitting the PCO to
rely on a contracto r ’s ability to get a bond as a factor in determining the contractor ’s
responsibility would eliminate dup lication of effort currentl y expended by the surety and
PCO .

Recommenda tions include prop osed changes to ASPR and DA guidance regarding
bond usage.
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CH APTI~R I

INTRODUCTION

A. BACKG ROUND IPROBLE M

The Special Assistan t for Small Business and Economic Utilization Policy , ASA(I&L)
has rece ntl y received a number of protests from small business firms char ging that Arm y
contractin g officers h ave imposed artibrary and capnciou s bondin g req uiremen ts on service

contracts for housekeeping services. The protestors allege that these requirements are
unnecesaary and restrictive of competition. A preliminary surve y has shown that bondin g
h a s  been a requirement for some Army housekeep ing service contracts , and that the penal
sum percentages specified vary widely from installation to install ation .

Althoug h a bond does protect the Government ’s interest in the event of contractor
default , the questi on is posed whether such benefits are outwei ghed by the cost of bond
requirements, which may include: (1) higher procurement costs as a resul t of some bidders
bein g precluded from submitting a bid ; (2) discourag ing small business firms un able to

obtain bonds, from progre ssing to larger value contracts and developing their full potential ,
etc . Thus, there is a need to reassess the principal benefits versu s costs to the Government
from bondi ng requirements.

B. OBJ ECTIVES

An evaluation of the effectiveness of bond requirements must be based on current

practices , procedures, policies, attitudes , and experience rel atin g to the pro curement of
similar housekeeping services both with and without bonds. Thus , the objectives of this
study are to:

1. Develop criteria for contractin g officers to use in making decisions regarding

application of bid and performance bond req uire ments on housekeep ing service contracts.

2. If bonding is required , determine the methodology for developing the pen al sum
needed to protect the Government ’s interest. 1



3. Recommend that the criteria developed in 1 and 2 be included in the ASPR.

C. SCOPE AND METHODOLOG Y

Initiall y, various data sources were queried to obtain current guidance and literature

regarding bonding requirements These data sources included the Defense Logistics Studies

Informa tion Exchang e (DLSIE), Defense Documentation Center (DDC), and the Federal

Legal Informat ion Through Electronics (FLITE) System.

The next step was to determi ne the extent of and reasons for variation in the use of
bonding requirements in the Army. Initial research revealed that there was no available data

base from which to obtain this information. Thus, it was decided to obtain thi8 and other

information regarding bond usage through a questionnaire to selected Army Purchasing

Offices. A random sample of 64 housekeep ing service contract s, which is approximatel y 10

percent of such contracts award ed dur ing FY 76 and FY 76T, was selected and the

quest ionnaire was sent to the 32 procurement activities who issued these contracts. Field

visits were then made to six procurement activities, plus Headquarters United States (U.S.)

Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC WU.S. Army Forces Command (FOR SCOM) to

gain further insight into bond usage and to verify the questionnaire respons es. Additionall y,

telephone interviews were conducted with personnel at 10 additional activities.

Furthennore, the Small Business Adminis tration (SBA) was visited to gain information

regarding their guaranteed bond program which enables some bidders who normally would

not qualif y for a bond from a commercial surety to be issued a bond. Additio nally, a

commercial surety was interviewed to gain his perspective regarding bonds .

The information obta ined was then analyzed and evaluated to formulate an Army

policy for use of bonds on housekeeping service contracts. Additionall y, propos ed changes

to ASPR were developed.

U. ORGANIZATIO N OF REPORT

Chapter II initially define. the type and purposes of bonds covered in this report. It

then analyze, the impact of bonding requirements on small busine, firms, liduding

2



evidence of exdugion of small business firms on procurem ents because of such
requirements. Chapter III addresses the need for bonding requirements. Then, an anal yais of
the cost effectiveness of bonds is presented. Chapter IV covers the adequacy of current
bond policy and guidance for housekeeping service contracts. Chapter V investigates the
impact of SBA programs such as the guaranteed bond program and 8(a) contracts on bond
requiremsnts. Chapter VI contains the findin gs and recommendations .

3



CHAPTER 11

APPLICATION OF BOND REQUIREMENTS

A. IN TRODUCT iON

Contractors are frequently required for certain types of contracts to furnish protec tion
to the Government against the cont ractor ’s failure to perform or deliver , or to those

supp lying labor and materie l to the contractor against nonpayment . Normally, such
protection is provided through bonds which indemnif y the Government for any losses
sustained as a result of the contractor’s failure to perform in accordance with the contract
provisions or to properly account for public funds.

Prior to the presentation and analysis of information obtained during this study, a brief

description of types and purposes of bonds and other securities covered in this report will be
given for the reader ’s review.

1. Bid Guarantee

A bid guarantee is a form of security furnished by the contractor with his bid or

proposal which provides assurance that the bidder : (a) will not withdraw his bid within the
specified bid acceptance period; (b) will execute a written contract and furnish the final
bonds (performance, payment, etc.) requi red by the bid within the specified contract

period. Prerequisites for usage are that the contract will exceed $2,000 and that either
perfonnance or performance and payments bonds are required. Failure by a contractor to
furnish the required per formance or payment bonds in accordance with the contract
requirements may result in termination for default. The bid guarantee is then used to offset

any additional costs associated with the reprocurement.

if a bidder fails to submit the required bid guarantee with his offer , his bid will
normally be rejected. In view of such bid rejection, those unabLe to get the necessary bonds
normally will not expend the time and costs associated with bid preparation efforts. Thus,
the inabili ty of a bidder to provide the necessary bid guarantee usually results in his failure
to submit a bid.

4
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However, such bid rejections are not required in the following situations:
(a) when only a single bid is received , (b) late receipt of a bid guarantee may be waived
under the same niles established for consideration of late bids. Additionall y, bid guarantees
which are less than the amount required by the solicitation will result in rejec tion of the bid
unless : (a) the price differential between low and second low bidder is equaL to or less than
the amount of the bid guarantee submi tted; (b) it is sufficient for the quantity for which
bidder is eligible for award (in such event award would be limited to the quanti ty covered
by the bid guarantee). Finally, if an otherwise adequate bid guarantee becomes inadequate
as a result of the correction of mistake in bid , the bidder will be given the opportuni ty to
increase his bid guarantee accordingly.

Bid guarantees must be in the form of a firm commitment. Although bidders
normally furnish a bid bond , such guarantees may be in the form of postal money orders ,
certified checks , cashier’s checks, irrevocable letters of credit, or in accordance with
Treasury Department regulations , certain bonds or notes of the United States.

2. Performance Bonds

A performance bond is defined in ASPR 10-101.12 as a bond which “secures the
performance and fulfillment of all the undertakings, covenants , terms, conditions, and
agreements contained in the contract.” Such bonds thus provide protection to the
Government in the event of contractor ’s failure to satisfactorily perform the contract. If a
contract is defaulted , the surety generall y can: (a) enter into a takeover agreement where it

agree. to carry out the contract and the agency agrees to pay the surety for the remaining
work at the contract price; (b) secure another contractor , acceptable to the Government to
complete the work; (c) Let the Governm ent determine how to complete the work . If the
surety does not take over perfonnance, it is liable under the performance bond , for the
difference between the original contract money availabLe under the contract and the
Government ’s additional cost to complete the work.

3. Payment Bond.

Payment bond. originated under the Heard Act of 1894 m d  were pnmarly
intended a substitute for the mechanics or material men’s lien laws. The property lien.

5



that a mechanic or material man acquired supplied securi ty of paymen t for the labor or
material supplied on a pr ivate project. Howeve r, no lien can be attached to Federal property
and the mechanics and material men could not take any action to receive payments again st
the Government because of lack of pr ivity of contract. The Heard Act originally required
that the performance bond obtained for the Government ’s protection also include a
provision for payment of labor and material claims. The Miller Act of 1935 replaced the
requirement ~or one inclusive performance bond with a requirement for two separate bonds ,
the performance and payment bond .

Payment bonds are defined by ASPR 1O.lOi.1O as those “which secure the

payment of all persons supplying labor and material in the pro secution of the work provided
by the contract. ” The protection afforded by payment bonds has been liberall y interpreted
to include consumable items, such as food, gas, and post transportation charges; equipment
repair and maintenance , etc .

4. Fidelity Bonds

Although they are not generall y required for procurements , there are a few
instances where fidelity bonds are required for service contracts . These bonds provide
protection against financial loss due to the dishonesty of an employee.

B. ANALYSIS OF PROCUREMENT STATISTICS AND EXPERIENCE

As the initial step of this project , procurement statistics were examined to ascertain if a
large proportion of service contracts were awarded to small business firms. This would tend
to refute the proposition that indiscriminate use of bond requirements on service contracts
had precluded small business firms from obtaining a substantial portion of such awards.
Mditionally, a questionnaire was developed and administered to ameas experience of
procurement activities with application of bonds.

6
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1. DD 350 Procurement Statistics for FY 76

Table I, “FY 76 Procurement of Nonpersonal Services,” presents information
regarding the awards of the services being studied to small business and minority 8(a)
enterprises. Initially, the total procurement dollars were adjusted to exclude
intragovemmental, overseas, and sole-source awards. The resulting figure (column c)

represent. the total competitive base of those services procured within the Continental
United States for which more than one offeror could compete for the award. However,
many of these services are set aide under the 8(a) program for m inority finns . As seen on
Table I (columns d and e), such set-asides to minority firms are very prevalent for the four
classe, of services: (a) food services (56 percent)’; (b) custodial/janitorial (48
percent)’; (c) installation housekeeping services (38 percent)’; (d) guard services (27
percent )1. Since such contracts are awarded to the Small Business Administration without
competition, the value of such procurement. must be subtracted from the total competitive
base to derive those awards resulting from competitive procurements (Table I, column f).

As can be seen on Table I (columns g and h), over 93 percent of the competitive
awards for these service categories were to small business firms. In fact, for the following
nine categories, 100 percent of the competitive awards were made to small business finns :

(a) Installation bus service.

(b) Custodial/jan itorial.

(c) Insect and rodent controL

(d) Packing and crating.

(e) Food service.

(f) Fueling service.

1P~rcastars of total competitive base.

7
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~ 1

(g) Fire protection.

(h) Landscaping.

(i) Surveillance services.

Furthermore, for three of the remaining five categories of services, over 85 percent of the

awar ds were made to small business firma (installation housekeeping servic es, 97 percent ;

garbage collection, 94 percent guard services, 86 percent). Finally, a substantial portion of

the competitive awards were to small business for procurements of laundry and dry cleaning

services (72 percent) and recruiting services for civilians including meals and lodging (56

percent).

Finall y, an analysis of Tabl e I (columns i and j) reveals that approximately 83

percent of all services procured competitively were the result of 100.percent small business

set-asides with between 90 percent and 100 percent of the competitive procurements being

so awarded for the following eight categories of services:

(a) Installation bus service (100 percent).

(b) Insect and rodent control (100 percent).

(c) Fueling services (100 percent).

(d) Fire protection (100 percent).

(e) Surveillance services (100 percent).

(f) Food service (99 percent).

(g) Custodial/j anitorial (99 percent).

(h) Installation housekeeping services (91 percent). 8
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In conclusion, the analysis of Dl) 350 information for FY 76 reveals that the

competitive procurement of the various categories of services being reviewed in the study is
usually mad e to small business finns , most likely as th e result of a 100~percent small

business set-aside. Furthermore , a substantial portion of the awards are made to minority
firms under the 8(a) program. For instance , dur ing FY 76 the combined total 8(a) and

100-percen t small business set-asides for these services were $92,265,000 out of the total

competitive base of $102,739,000, or approximatel y 90 percent.

The FY 76 data was subjected to further analysis to gain insight into the reasons

why for five of the classes of services being studied, small business finns did not receive 100

percent of the competitive awards .

Analysis of Table II , “Rationale for Awards to Large Business,” reveals that

failure of small business to submit the low bid was the most often cited reason for making
the award to other than small business for the following four classes of services :

(a) Laundry and drycleaning (100 percent )2.

(b) Garb age collection (93 percent )2.

(c) installation housekeep ing services (81 per cent) 2.

(d) Guard services (73 percent) 2.

2Percentsges represent amount of awards to large business because bids from small firms not low.
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For the other class of service , recruiting services for civilians includin g meals and lodging,

the most often cited reason was that small busine sses were not solicited (49 percent), 2’3

with failure of their bid to be low being the second most cited reason. Furthermore , the

overall percenta ge of competitive awards to large businesses for th ese four categori es of

services for rea sons other than failure of a small business to submit the low bid was

nonexistent or very low (as noted by percentage following serv ice) as noted below :

(a) Laundry and dryc leaning (0 percent).

(b) Garbage collection (.4 percent).

(c) Installation housekeeping services (.6 percent).

(d) Guard services (4 percent).

This additiona l analysis of the data has revealed that for the few inst ances that

large business firms are awarded service contracts , it norma lly can be attributed to the

failure of small business to submit the low bid . Furthermore , instances of awards to large

business firms with no competi tion from small businesses or rejection of small business finns

are extremel y low.

Thus, based on the foregoing analysis, it can be concluded that even for the

relativel y few service contracts awarded to large business firms , small business firms were

able to submit competitive bids for nearl y all procu rements , except for those involving

recruiting services.

2. Information Required by Questionnaire

a. Rationale for Questionnaire

3The failure of small businesses to bid on a large proportion of these procurements is partially attributed
to their reluctance to tic up a substantial portion of these facilities on a requirements con tract. For instance,
assume 30 rooms are required te be availab le under a lodging requirements contr act. A large hotel with 500
room, would probabl y be willing to reserve these rooms for the contrac t period since normal vacancy rate

would probabl y be greate r than 30 rooms. However, a small motel with 40 units probabl y wou ld not be
willing to reserve 30 units during the contract period.

12



A review of existing information sources revealed that there was no data base

regarding bond usage on service contracts. It was then decided that the most effective way

to acquire information regarding the Army ’s overall experience in bond usage was through a

questionnaire.

A review of DD 350 information revealed that there were 632 contract
init ial award actions issued by Department of the Army activities during FY 76 and FY

76T4 for the 14 classes of services being studied. To keep the study within manageable level

considering the resources allocated to the stud y and to obtain significant statistical data , it
was decided to obtain information regarding a 1O.percent random sample of all initial

awar ds issued duri ng FY 76 and FY 76T. The random sample consisted of 64 contracts
issued by 32 Army procurement activities. Specific inform ation was asked in the

questionnaire (Appendix A, m c I  3) regarding the individual contracts which were identified

(Appendix A, m c I  2). The questionnaire responses were verified during field visits to five of

the procurement activities.5 No discrepancies in questionnaire responses were found for the

12 contracts reviewed. Based on the favorable veri fication result s, it is concluded that the

questionnaire responses are reflective of overall Army experience.

b. Bond Usage

Table Ill, “Bond Usage by Servic e Contracts,” compares the dollar value of

the 64 sample contracts which were awarded with and without bonds. Analysis of Table Ill

reveals that bonds were included in contracts for only five out of the 11 dasses of services
covered by the random sample. These services along with the value (in percent age) of
contracts awarded with bonding requirements were as follows:

( I) Food services (95 percent).

(2) Garbage collection (58 percent).

(3) Landscape services (lawn mowing) (53 percent).

Excludea oversea s and intergovernmental awards.
5One of the six procu rement act ivities visited was not included in the random sample.
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(4) Custodial/janitorial services (23 percent).

(5) Guard services (4 percent).

The wide disparity in bond usage between the various service categories tends to support the

position that bonds are being inserted in service contracts based on the discretionary

judgment of contracting officers in lieu of being indiscrimatel y used as has been alleged.

During the field visits conducted to six procu rement activities and HQ
TRADOC and FORSCOM , along with telephone calls to an additional 10 procurement

activities,6 personnel were asked to identif y the type of service cont racts for which bonds

were require d . The only additional typ~ service contract cited as requiring a bond was
one for installation bus servic es.

To substan tiate the ability of procurem ent personnel to identif y
contracts with bondin g requirements , field personnel interviewed were asked to identif y
contracts with bonding requirements awarded since FY 76. Then a review of both contracts

alleged to have bonds and not have bonds was undertaken. Of the 28 additional contrac ts
reviewed during such field visits, five were correctl y identified as having bond req uirement s
and the remai ning 23 as not having a bond req uirement . Thus , based on the responses to the

questionnaire along with the field visits and followup telephone conversa tions, it can

reasonably be conduded that bond requirements are primarily required in the previously six
noted classes of services (i.e., food, custodial/janitorial , installation bus, garbage , landscap e,
and guard). This fact takes on increased importance when coupled with the information in
Table I which reveals:

6~~~ of the 10 activities telephoned was not included in original random sample.
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TABLE IV—SMALL BUSINESS AWARDS FOR CLASS OF SERV I CE
WITH BONDING REQUIREMENTS

Value (in %) of 
- 

Small Business 100% Small
Service Bonded Contrac ts ’ Awards8 Business Set-Asides8

Food service 95 100 99

Garbage collection 58 94 81

Landscaping 53 100 71

Custodial/janitorial 23 100 98

Guard service 4 86 55

Installation Bus 0~ 100 100

Analysis of Table IV shows an extremel y high portion of procure ments for these six classes

of services with bond requirement s were awarded to small business finns usually as a result

of a 100-percent small business set-aside procedures. Furthermore , all of the contrac ts

included in the random samp le plus the additional contracts reviewed during field visits,
which contained a bond requirement were awarded as a result of 100-percent small business

set-asides for five of the six classes of services with the exception being garb age services.

In conclusion, it has been shown in this section of the report that ..onds were

only found to be required for six classes of service contracts procured by the Army.
Procurements of these service categories are predominatel y set aside for small business firms.

All of the randomly selected, plus the additional contracts reviewed during field visits which

contained bond requirements , were awarded as a result of small business set-asides for all
classes of services, except garb age services . Only one contract with a bonding requirement

w found to be awarded to a large business firm . Thus, the proposition that bonding
requirements have precluded small business firms from receiving a substantial portion of the

awards usist be rejected. Furthermore, analysis of this data w~~esta that increasing or
decreasing bonding requirements for the classes of services studied probably will have little

7Percentage based on ran dom sample.
8Percentage based on competitive base for FY 76.
9No random sample cont rac t had a bond requirement.
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It

impact on the proportion of awards made to small business firms. Additionally, the widely
vary ing usage of bond requirements for the various classes of services tend to support the
proposition that contracting officers use discretionary judgment in deciding whether or not
to include a bond requirement.

C. EVIDENCE OF EXCLUSI ON OF SMALL BUSINESS FIRMS BY BONDING
REQUIREMENTS

The next question to be investigated Was, “Do bonding requirements preclude a certam
segment of the small business community from bidding on service contracts?”

1. Questionnaire Responses

Several questions on the questionn aire were designed to gain insight
regarding small bidders’ inability to bid because of their inabilit y to obtain bonds.
Responses to these questions will now be analyzed.

a. How do bondin g requirements impact the Government’s ability to
obtain full and fiee competition; i.e., do bonds impose a hardship on a sizabIi.~ portion of
prospective bidden?

Overall, the general consenais of opinion was that bonding
requirements do reduce the number of bidder, competing for a service contract. Ten of the
32 responding procurement activities felt that bonding requirements had no impact on the
Government’s ability to obtain full and free competition versus 17 activities who indicated
that requirements did preclude some bidders from competing for awards.’° However, 11 of
the later 17 agencies indicated that the Government was still able to achieve its objective of
obtaining full and free competition. Their responses indicated that bonding requirements
did not impose a hardship on responsible bidder.. Typical of such responses
were: (i) bonding requirements would impose a hardship on a sizable portion of
prospective bidder , for low dollar procurements. Some finns competing for such contracts

~~~~~ agencies did not offer comments due to their lick of experience with bonds.

17



are often very small firms, with limited resources and experience, who would encounter

difficulty in obtaining their initial bond from a surety company ; (ii) bond requirements on
high dollar value procurements do not impose a hardship on responsible offeror., who

possess necessary financial resource’ and experience to perform the job; (iii) bonding
requirements can eliminate “fl y-by.night” or marginal firms who lack the necessary

experience and financial backing to perfonn. Such firms frequently “buy in” realizing they

have little to lose if the contract is subsequently tenninated for default .

b. How many times during FY 75 and FY 76 has your activity rejected a

low apparent bidder or tenninated a contract for default based on the contractor’s failure to
furnish the required bond?

Instances of an apparent low bidde r being rejected for failure to submit

a bid bond are very infrequent. This is substantiated by the fact that only two of 27
activities reported such rejection. At each of these activities they had only rejected one
bidder during the 2.year period of FY 75 and FY 76 for failure to submit a bond.

Followup inter~ ews, made to obtain additional data concerning these
rej ections, revealed: (i) at one activity the low apparent bidder was the only bidder out i~
16 bidden who failed to submit a bond. This bidder would have been rej ected even if he had
submitted the bid guarantee because he was nonresponaive to the solicitation requirement

because of his failure to bid on all items hr the schedule; (ii) the second activity reported
that the low bidder was nonreiponsive based on his failure to furnish a bid bond and the
second low bidder was rejected for stating he would furnish only 20-percent performance
and payment bonds in lieu of the IFB required 100-percent and 50-percent performance and
payment bonds respectively. However, after bid opening, the second low bidder indicated

the ability to get the required bond, thus, suggesting that a reason such as insufficient time

or reluctance to furni sh the required bond was responsible for his statement regarding
furnishing the 20-percent bonda~ There was a total of six bidden for this procurement

Although few apparent low bidder. were rejected for failure to submit
bid bonds, questionnaire response., as revealed in Table V, Bidder.’ Inability to Obtain
Bonds, indicated that bidder., other than the low offeror , were unable to obtain the

18
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necessary bid bond for seven additional contracts with bonding requirements. Furthermore,
potential bidders indwated that they were unable to bid because of bond requirements on

three additional procurements. In summation , bond requirements impacted the ability of

some small businesses to submit a responsive offer for: (i) nine of the 17 (approximatel y
53 percent) of the contracts included in the random sample; (ii) three of the five additional

contracts reviewed during field visits. The reasons given and the number of actual or

potential bidders unable to submit bid guarantees is given in Table V. Review of this table

reveals that although some bidders are apparently precluded from submitting responsive bids

because of bonding requirements, the Government still was able to obtain price competition
for all the contracts listed thereon ) ’ Since all the procurements were 100-percent small

business set-aside., it is concluded that bondin g requirements do not preclude the
Government ’s ability to obtain adequate price competition from small business service

contractors. Also, the fact that four bidders on the procurement of guard services cited that

there was insufficient time to obtain a bond , points out the need to insure the adequacy of

bid preparation time.

Although procurement personnel were not certain of the reason that
bidders were unable to obtain the bid bonds , the consensus of opinion was that the firms

were mar ginal contractors who probabl y would not be determined to be responsible by the

procurement contracting officer. This opinion was usually based on their past experience

and knowledge of contractors who compete for contracts in this area. Furthermore, a

question was posed during personal interviews whether bond requirements discourage small

business and minority firms from progressing to larger value contracts and developing full

potential. it w noted that small business firms frequently encounter problems by bidding
on a large value service contract too soon. It was contended that it t&es time for a new finn

to gain the necessary experience, financial baddng, etc., to perform on such contracts. The

Inability of very small firma to compete for suds contracts because they were unable to

obtain the necessary bonds, was viewed protecting such bildeis firms liting off more than
they could chew.

~~ASPR 3-807.1(b)(1)a states that adequate price competition exists if offers are solicited and (i) it least
two responsible offerors , (ii) who can satisfy the Government ’s requirements, (iii) independently contend
for a contract to be awarded to the responsive, responsible offeror submitting the lowest evaluated price (iv)
by submitting price offers responsive to the expressed requirements of the solicitation.
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TABLE V - BIDDERS ’ INABILITY TO OBTAIN BONDS

No. of Bidders
Va lue Total Failing to Sub-

Service (000 No. of mit Bid Guar- Reasons
~nitted j Bidders antee

Unknown , but first four
low bidders furnished bid

1. Custodial 135 9 5 9uarantees .
Rejected low apparent bidders

1 ,2 also nonresponsive to other
2. Custodial 217 16 1 solI citat ion requirements .

Insi~if’ficient time for SBA 
—

3. Custodial 418 10 1 to process bond guarantee .

4. Custodial 509 8 1 Unknown
Two low apparent bidders rejected .

5. Custodial 1 Reason : low apparent bidder
(Hospital) 600 6 2 also nonresponsive .

1. Food 722 19 1 Unknown

2. Food2 1 205 12 1 Unknown
Two potential bidders ques-
tioned bond requirement.
PCO gave rationale. Both

3. Food 1370 16 0 faIled to submit bids .
Potential bidder failed to

2 3 bid after protest denied .
4. Food ‘ 1 554 12 0

5. Food 3989 9 1 Unknown
One potential bidder in-
dicated he did not bid since

1. Landscape 209 2 0 he could not get bond .
Four of seven indicated
insufficient time to obtain

1. Guard 88 9 7 bond.
1 Procurement previously noted in text.
2Not Included In original random sample.
3protest discussed later In text. 

- 

- 
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Interestingly, the SBA has found that the primary rea son for default of

contractors involving bonded contractors were “insufficient capitalization to carry them

over when they ran Into trouble, and going beyond their capacity.”’2

An examination of the Building Service Contractors Association
(BSCA) Long.Range Planning Council study of bonding offers insight into the reasons why
small business firms encounter difficulties in obtaining bonds. The primary reasons for the
difficulties were categorized as follows: (i) Ignorance of bonding agents about the financial
makeup of a successful contracting firm; (ii) inadequate preparation of fmancial data

presented by. contractors. Similarly, the SBA found that the three primary reasons cited by
sureties for declining to issue a bond without an SBA guarantee (the SBA program is
discussed in detail in Chapter V) are : (i) financial package is inadequately prepared;
(ii) lark of sufficient work capital; (iii) lack of sufficient technical and/or managerial skills
to perform the contract or to handle the extra managerial and financial load of one more
contract in addition to his work in progress.13

Interviews with personnel who approve bonds for the SBA guarantee
bond program and for sureties, revealed that bonding companies often want contractors to
project financial statements (such as balance sheets, cash flow statements) during the period

covered by the bond. Furnishing acceptable information is often a major , or even

impossible, task for very small contractors who, it was alleged, often lack the financial
expertise to provide adequate financial information.

Additionally, it is noted in Table V that some of the actual bidders
were unable to submit bid guarantees on a high proportion of solicitations with such

requirements for custodiaL~anitorial services (five out of s ven procurements) and food
services (four out of seven). Furthermore, this occurred on all four of the

= custodial4anitorial contracts received which were valued over $100,000.

12US Small Business Administration Letter of 2 Jul 74, “Report to the Congress, Use of Sure ty Bonds on
Federal Construction Should Be Improved,” Comp. Gen., 17 Jan 1973, p. 60.

~~~~~~~ to Congress, Use of Surety Bonds in Federal Construction Should Be Improved, Comp. Gen. of
US, 17 Jan 75, p. 39.
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Another question in the questionnaire designed to obtain information

regarding the exclusion of small busines, firms on service contracts asked if the activity had
been involved in any solicitation protests (informal or formal ) revolving around the

inclusion of bonds . Replies from the five of the 32 agencies which indicated such protests

will now be fully discussed. One activity indicated that because of the urgent need to get the

services, the PCO deleted the bond requirement rather than undergo the delay associated

with a bid protest . However , the PCO indicated that he did have suffic ient justification for

the bond . A second activity reported that only one potential bidder out of 71 solicited had

informall y protested a bond requirement but dropped his protest after the PCO fu rnished
him justification for the requirement. Fonnal protests were submitted at the other three

~ encies. Two of the protests noted that bonding requirements preclude some small business

or minority firms from bidding on contracts. An SBA letter involving one of these protests

noted : “For the past year or more , this office has received numerous complain ts from both

8(a) and non.8(a) small business firm. tha t indicate sureties are becoming increasingly more

conservative and unwilling to bond service.oriented companies. This problem has, on

occasion, been relieved in the past when several sureties participated in SBA’s surety bond

guarantee program. However, more recently, even these sureties have begun refusing

b o n d s . . .  Numerous 8(a) firm. who have under their 8(a) contracts established themselves

excellent performers..  . will be prevented from bidding on requirements they are

eminently qualified to perform which , of course, will render all previous mid ongoing 8(a)

assistance useless as an instrument for becoming competitive.”14 The third protest

questioned the PCO’s ability to provide the justi fication needed for the bond . The PCO’s

were upheld in including bonds on these solicitations based on the supporting
documentation justifying bond usage. However , these protests again substantiate the fact

that bond requirements do prevent small business, especially 8(a) fi rms, from bidding.

Finally, Table VI, Number of Bidders on Solicitations With and

Without Bonds, List, for the various service categories the dollar value and nwnber of bidders
for solicitations with and without bond requirements. A review of this table reveals that the
mimber of bidder. for the cu.todial/jaiitorial solicitations was somewhat lower for
solicitation. with bond requirements, as evidenced by the following comparison.

14 US Small Business Admánlstratioe Letter to Procurement Division, Fort Hood, 27 July 76 , Subject:
Solicitation No. DAKF4$-7~ .b.0o66.
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T A B L E  V I I .  C O M P A R I S O N  OF N U M B E R  OF B I D D E R S  ON
CU STODIAL/JA NITORIA L CONTRACTS

With Bond Requirement No Bond Requirement
$ No. of Avg $ Avg No. No. of Avg $ Avg No.

Value of Procure . Value of Procure- Value of
Procurement inents Bidders ments Bidders

10,000-
99,999 2 60 3 3 23 12.3

100,000-
999,999 3 354 9 3 361 18.0

1,000,000-
over 0 0 0 2 1411 9.5

Approximately nine more bidders submitted bids on such procurements valued under
$1,000,000 which did not require bonds. Coupled with the previously cited fact that for a

large proportion of such procurements, some bidder, submitted their bids without the
required bid guarantee, it is concluded that some bidders are being precl uded from
submit ting competitive bids because of bonding requirements on custodial/janitorial service

contracts.

Similarly, Table VI reveals that the number of bidders on procurements
involving landscape services is much greater when bonds are not required (an average of 1.5
bids for contracts with bonds with average value of $165,500 versus eight for contracts of
$72,250 without bonds). However , no condu sion is drawn from this fact based on

consideration of the low number (only two) of contracts with bonds.

The last fact drawn from Table VI i. that all food aervice procure ments
greater than $100,000 included bond requ irement while approximatel y 83 percent (five out

of six) of those under $100,000 did not require bonds. Three procurements with bond
requirements were exanuned to determ nie the number of bidders furni shing bid bonds ,
letter of credit, etc. This revealed :
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TABLE VIII. TYPES OF BID GUARANTEE FURNISHED

Number %

Bid Bond (20%) 36 85

Letter of Credit 4 tO

No Bid Guarantee 2 5

TOTAL 42 100

As can be seen above, only 15 percent of the bidders did not furni sh bid bonds.

Furthermore, 10 percent of the bidder , were able to furnish irrevocable letters of credit ,

while only 5 percent were unable to furni sh any bid guarantee.

2. Conclus ions

In condusion, the evidence indicates that bonding requirements do limit the
number of potential bidd ers capable of submitting bids on eervice contracts. H owever , very
few apparent low bidders are rejected for their failure to submit bid guarantees. This is
substantiated by the fact that questionnaire responses from the 32 Army activities revealed
only two instances during FY 75 and FY 76 where the low apparent bidder failed to furnish

bid guarantees. Furthermore , one of these bidders was also nonresponsive to other
solicitation requirements. On the other hand , bidde rs who were not the low apparent
bidder , were reported to have failed to furnish the req uired bid guarantee on several
procurements. The percentage of such instances was particula rly high for procurements
involving custodial and food services. However , the Government was able to obtain adequate
price compet ition from small business firms on: (1) all procurements on which a small

business was reportedly excluded from submitting a responsive bid because of a bonding
requirement; (2) all procu rements with bonding requirements, except for one landscaping

(lawnmowing) procurement which was awarded to the sole small business bidder a result

of a l00.percent small business .et.aside. Additiona lly, there were some reported cases of
potential bidders not submitting bids because of bonding requirements. Finall y, the number
of bidders on procurements of jan itorial and landscape services w lower on procu rements
involving bond..
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Finally, it was tlw c ziaerss~ of opinion of people interviewed tha t bonding

requirements did not impose a hardship on responsible bidders , but probably did preclude

marginal bidders , who most likely would be determined to be nonresponsible, from bidding.

U
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF BOND NEED AND COST EFFECTIVENES S

A. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter , it was seen that even though bonding requirements reduce the
total number of small business firms who can compete for service contracts, adequate price

competition is still available from small business firms on such procurements. Thus, the
Army ’s need for bonds and the cost effectiveness of bonding requirements must be
examined carefully to ascertain if the exdusion of some potential bidders is warranted. This
chapter will, therefore ,, examine the need and cost effectiveness of bonds indepth.

B. VERI FICATION OF NEED FOR BOND

1. Need Not as Great as for Construction Contr acts

Performance and payment bonds are required by the Miller Act to be included in
all contracts over $2,000 for the construction, alteration , or repair of any public building or
publi c wo&. The protection afforded the Government by a performance bond is less on a
service than on a construction contract. A construction contract requires completion of a
project, whereas , a service contract requires performance during a definite period of time. In
comparing the increased costs for termination and reprocurenient from a new contrac tor ,
one nssst consider factors such as cost differenti al between the terminated and new
contractor (for a job of similar magnitude and percentage of completion) will be greater for
a constru ction contract because of factor, such as: (i) higher labor and mate rial costs will
be experienced in an inflationary period due to the later period of performance on a
construction contract versus performance of the service contract duri ng the original
contemp lated performance per iod; (ii) greater phase-in, phase-out costs for a construction
contractor who must take over a partially completed project which involves moving costly
supplies and equipment to the construction site versus a service contractor who is essentiall y
beginning performance on a new contract and norm ally has to supply per sonnel and a
limited amount of supplies and equipment. Additionally, a service contract often may be
viewed as one with incremental delivenes i.e., once May 77 1. past , the K.P. requirement for
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May 77 cannot be reprocured. Thus, the sureties liability associated with completion of the

remaining p erf ormance period actually decreases during the life of a service contract.

Similarly, the protection afforded by a payment bond is less on a service versu s constructi on

contract. This is caused by the fact that construction contracts require greater expenditures

for supplies and equipment than for laborers, whereas, a service contract often involves

greater expenditures for labor versus those for equipment and supp lies. Nonpayment of a

laborer will surface shortl y afte r he failed to receive his paycheck. However , nonpayment of

a supp lier of equipment or supplies will surface after a longer time period because payment

terms usually do not require initial payme nt for periods of 30 days or greater after

acceptance. Thu s, the cost liability associated with nonpayment will probabl y be larger on a

constructio n contract due to longer time per iods before it is discovered .

Based on the fact that performance and payment bonding requirements afford the
Government less prot ection on service contracts , specific guidance is provided in ASPR
regarding usage of and justification required for such bonds. ASPR 10.104.2(a) provides
that performance bonds may be used for contracts other than construction contracts when
the procurement contractin g officer determines the need for them. Justification must be
documented. Consideration should be given to the following factors on determinin g whether
or not to include a bond : (i) if the contract provides both for the usage and specified
manner of handlin g Government materiel, property, and funds: (ii) protection of
Government financial interests.

ASPR I0.104.3 provides that a payment bond may be required only if a
performance bond is required. Additionally, the bond should be required if it can be
obta ined at no cost . Thus, in view c~ the lower level of protection afforded by bonding
requirements on service versus construc tion contracts , the PCO must deter mine,jua tify, and
document the need for bonds on service contr acts . This require ment probably has resulted
in the limited bond usage on service contracts previously cited in Chapter II.

2. Criteria for Usage

Several questions on the questionnaire were designed to elicit information
regarding the Army ’s need for bonds on service contracts. For instance, for the sample
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contrac ts which required a bond , the activ ity was requested to forward the rationale ,
includin g a copy of supporting documentation, for use of the bond. Additionally, personnel
interviewed were asked to give criteria for bond usage. An alysis of both the responses and
supporting documentation furnish ed revealed several valid reasons for bond usage which will

be discussed indep th .

a. Performance Bonds

( 1) Criticality of Continuity. One area which must be considered in
requiring a bond was the criticality of continuity of the service to either the mission
capability or the health , welfare, and moral e of the troops. This factor was mentioned as
particularly important for services such as K.P., garbage collection where failure to provide
the contractual services could not be tolerated even for a short period because of the
resulting health (nutritional ) and sanitation problems . Custodial/janitorial services bond
requirements were also mention ed as being justified based on criticality of continuity of
performance. H owever , there was some question as to the criticali ty of performance

involving office buildings. It was pointed out that normally failure to clean an office for a
few days would not pre sent as great a problem as involved with K.P. or garbage services.
However , failure to provide hospital custodial/j anitorial services on a daily basis was

considered serious because the resultant sanitation and general health problems would

seriously impede the successful operation of the hospital. Unlike construction contractors,
in the event of contractor default or failure to perform on a service contract an alternate
method of providing the services would be required immediately. Because of Government
administrative lead time to place a new contract , along with the startup time required by the
contractor , immediate performance of the services by a new contractor must be ru led out.
Documentation supporting the decision to require a bond cited a minimum time period of
45 to 60 days for a new contractor to begin performance. Additional time would probably
be requ ired : (i) for large value contracts such as those over $1,000,000, because of

procedural requirements to get approval from higher headquarters, contract award boards ,
EEO boards , etc.; (ii) if the low offeror required a pre -award survey and was subsequently
ruled nonresponsible , etc . Thus, the only alternatives available to the Government are to

have the services performed by militar y troops or civilian employees. Use of military

employees would jeopardize mission accomplishment since it would be disruptive to their
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scheduled orderly tra ining or jobs. On the other hand , use of civilian employees would take

them away from their regularly assigned duties. This could result in the civilian employees
losing a prohibitive number of man-hours from their primary duties . In addition , the

Government may use civilian labor whose skills exceed those of contractor personnel ,

causing increased costs to the Government for the performance of the tasks. Thus , it is

concluded that the Government does have a definite interest to insure contractual

performance on K.P., garba ge, and hosp it al custodial/janitorial and , to a lesser degree , other

custodial/janitorial service contracts.

Although it is obvious that a bond does not guarantee performance, it does
increase the probability that the Government will obtain uninterrupted performance for
services such as K.P., garbage, and hospital custodia l/janitorial. For instance , the surety may
elect to take over performance of the services using the existing work force ; thus , insuring
continuity of performance. Yet only one instance was found during the study in which a
surety took over performance as a result of contractor ’s default on performance . This
involved a K.P. contract. The original contractor had experienced financial difficulties ,
including nonpayment to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and his employees. When the
IRS put a levy on his contract proceeds , he was forced to default on his contracts. The
surety took over perform ance using the contractor ’s existing work force for approxi m ately a
3.month period. Since continui ty of performance was critical for these services , the bond
requirement precluded the Government from using less desirable techniques for acquiring
these services, such as using the military or civilian employees.

Contrarily, there was one K.P. service contract without a bond requirement
that was included in the random sample whLh was termi nated . This contractor also had IR S
problems and labor violations which finally resulted in their going out of business. In the
interim l6.day period between contract default and placement of a new contract , plus for a
couple of day. “phase in” period , this act ivity was forced to use military to perform the
K.P. services. It was noted that besides interfering with the normall y scheduled training and
jobs, use of military in such situat ions was bad for their morale. Furthermore , the new
contract was valued over $40,000 more than the previous contract despite the fact that the
period of performance was 3 months shorter.
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Also, sureties frequentl y find it is to their best interest to aid a contractor
experiencing difficulty in contract performance thereb y precludi ng an impending default.
This aid m a y  come in the form of financial assistance, such as loan of money to pay
creditors, or loan of supervisory personnel or a skilled technician, etc., who can help resolve
the performance problem being experienced . Additionally, a potential supplier or laborer
will be more willing to extend credit or services to a marginal contractor who is bonded ,
thus, enabling a contractor to successfully perform.

Since it was beyond the scope of this study to ascertain time number of times
a surety provides such aid to a bonded contractor , the full value of this benefit from bonds
cannot be assessed. However, the fact that sureties do provide this service must be
considered when one is evaluating the cost effectiveness of bonds which is covered later in
this chapter.

Sureties often provide other services to a bonded contractor which may
preclude default. For instance , they maintain surveillance over contractor ’s work program to
guard against a contractor’s overextending his total resources and thus subjecting the suret y
to a potential financial loss. Although a surety cannot prevent a contractor from submitting
a bid , it can refuse to issue bonds on future procurements the contractor is interested in
bidding.

Finally, it was found that sureties consider a cont ractor ’s prev ious
experience and financial and other resources before issuing a bond. As previously noted , this
tends to eliminate “marginal” businesses from bidding. By the very nature of the service
industry , a fi rm having some financial resources, but possessing little or no previous
experience and equipment and supplies in a particular service area could submit a bid. I~
would be very difficult to reject this firm as nonresponsible if he has the ability to obtain
the necessary supplies and equipment, which are usually not substantial, and personnel.

Hence , it was contended that a contractor must possess a certain minimum
level of financial resources, experience , management, and technical ability to be reasonably
expected to perform satisfactorily on a larger value service contract. This minim um level of
responsibility has been compared to special standards of respon sibility on weapon contracts.
Frequently, on weapon contracts, a contractor needs a certain level of technical and
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if’

management responsibility to have a good probability of performing satisfactoril y.

Similarly, it is argued that firms which possess this minimum level of responsibility on

service contracts are those who can obtain bonds. Such firms are less likely to default in

performance of high v !ued service contracts. Thus , bonds on service contracts, where

continuity of performance is critical , protect the Government interest by increasing the

probability of continuous performance of a service or reimbursing the Government for

additional costs associated with obtaining alternate performance.

(2) Use of Government Property. The second primary reason cited for
bond usage was that contractor ’s performance required access to Government property. A
review of the contracts revealed the bonds were intended to reimburse the Government for
dain2 ge to the following types of properties for the noted services areas.

TABLE IX. PROTECT iON OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY BY BONDS

Service Area Prop erty

1. Custodial/janitorial La. Office and other Government buildings,
including the equipment and supplies therein.

lb. Supplies, such as toilet paper, soap, etc.,
given to the contractor GFP.

2. K.P. 2a. ICP. mess halls, including the equipment
and supplies therein.

2b. GFP, such as meat, milk (which might spoil)

3. Garbage 3a. Dempstey Dumpsters.

3b. Cover,unent.furniihed trucks.

4. Landscape 4a. Lawns , trees, shrubs, etc.
( )

5. Installation Bus 5a. Building furnished to contractor for parking
Service bus, plus a maintenance shed.

6. Guard ôa. Government property being secured.
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Under the Government Pro perty Clause specified in ASPR 7-104.24 , the
contractor anumes the risk and responsibil ity for any loss of or damage to Government

prop erty provided under the contract except for reasonable wear and tear or consumption
of the property in performance in the contract. For competitive procurements , the
Government normally relies on the contractor ’s general liability insurance to cover damage
to such property during contract performance. A review of service contracts reveals

contractor is frequently required to furnish evidence that he has a minimum amoun t of
liability insurance. Furthermore, the Limitation of Liability—Service Contract Clause,
specified in ASPR 7-1912, which is required to be inserted in all the service contracts for
which bonding requirements were observed , states that the contractor shall not be liable , by
reason of contractor ’s performance of services for the loss or damage to prop erty of the
Government occurnng after the Govern ment ’s acceptance of such services. h owever , the
contracto r is liable for damages if he is insured or has established a self.insurance for such
damages or if the damage was caused by willful misconduct or lack of good faith by his
management.

In view of the Government ’s policy to either rely on the contractor ’s liability
insurance or to relieve him of liability after acceptance of the services if he does not carry
such insurance, a question arose whether the bond just ifications based on protection of the
prop erty noted in Table IX was justified. An investigation was undertaken to learn the
intent of the ASPR provision (10-104.2(a)) which seemingly authorized bond usage on
service contracts which provid ed both for the usage and specified manner of handli ng
Government materiel , property , and funds. It was found that this provision was to cover
unusual instances where the Government would incur substantial costs in handling the
equipment because of contractor ’s failure to perform as specified by the contract.’5 For

instance , on lease contracts , the contractor may take possession of a large piece of

equipment and move it to a different location. If the contractor defaulted in performance ,

the Government could incur substantial costs in removin g, packing, and transporting the
equipment back to its stor age location.

‘5Telecon with W. Gauert , NMAT , ASPR Subcommittee Insurance.
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Based on the foregoing analysis, it is concluded that bond justification for
protection against damages of the equipment, materiel, and supplies noted in Table IX is not

warranted. The justifications had been based on an erroneous interpretation of the ASPR
provision which seemingly authorized bond requirement if the contrac tor was provided
Government pro perty and had to handle it in a specified manner. Additionall y, the
contractor ’s normal commercial liability should provide protection against damage to the
prop erty. The contractor is frequently requested to furnish evidence of a minimum amount

of liability insurance prior to the award of both contracts with and without bond

requirements.

b. Payment Honda

Primary reason used to justify payment bonds was that the untimely

settlement of equipment and employee expenses would have an adverse effect on
perfonnance. Basically, since these bonds protect Labor ers and suppliers of material to the

prime contr actor , it was not possible to acquire sufficient evidence to verify such bonds are

justified . h owever , persons interviewed indicated that failure to pay proper wage rates or

failure to pay employees was only an occasional problem. Allegations of such instances are
referred to the Department of Labor for investigation . Failure to compensate an employ ee

in accordance with the minimum wage determination applicable to the contract , is a

violation of the Service Contract Act or the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act

if overtime is involved. A review of the Joint Consolidated List of Debarred , Ineligible, and
Suspended Contractors as of 1 January 1977 revealed:’6

No. of
Reason Contractors

Service Contract Act of 1965 98 43

Contract Work Hours & Safety Standards Act 20 9

Other 108 48

TOTA L 226 100

16DA dr  715.1,J oint Consolidated Liii of Debarred, Ineligible and Suspended ContractOrs.
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In view of the fact that contractors placed on this list represent those performing on all
types of DOD contrac ts (i.e., supp, construction , etc.), the high percentage of contractors
placed out for violati on of these acts , along with the fact that service contracts constitute
dightly less than 10 percent of the total dollar value of Army procurements for FY 76,
tends to support the premise that a relativel y high proportion of service contractor s are
marginal businesses. Also, this fact tends to support the need for payment bonds , which will
protect the laborer from insufficient compensation for work performed.

The questionnaire responses and review of contract files revealed little
information regarding nonpayment of supplies of materiel, equipment, etc., being a problem
area. This is partially attributed to the fact that many service contracts, such as these for
K.P , custodial/janitorial , landscape (lawnmowing), and guard services, primarily involve
furnishing of labor with relatively little equipment and supplies required for contract
performance. There were some reported instances of a supplier inquiring whether a
contracto r had a payment bond. Based on the affirmative rep ly, the supplier indicated a
willingness to extend credit to the prime contractor.

Thus, pay ment bonds on service contracts apparently are needed for the
protection of laborers. Nonpay tti~ ’t of laborers is not a major problem to procurement
activities because such complaints are forwarded to the Department of Labor. h owever , the
large number of contractors who have been placed on the Joint Consolidated List of
Debarred, Ineligible, and Suspended Contractors for violation of the Service Contract Act
and the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act tends to suppor t the premise that
there is a need for payment bonds .

c. Fidelity Bonds—Handling of Cash

In some type of service contracts , such as K.P. or laundry , the contractor’s
employees are frequentl y paid money for the service being rendered. In such instances, a
fid elity bond is required for such employees.
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3. Adequacy of Current Level of Usage

Another question posed in the questionnaire asked whether the use of bonding
tequirementa should be increased or decreased . This question was designed in part to

detennine if the current authorized bond usage level satisfied the need for bonds.

Responses to this question varied greatly as evidenced by the f act that out of 30
procurement activities: (i) eight , or approximately 27 percent, favored increased bond
usage; (ii) five, or approximatel y 17 percent, favored decreased usage; (iii ) 17, or

approximately 56 percent, favored no change in the usage level. Those who favored

increased usage generally replied that bond s help insure continuity of performance and
decrease the number of marginal firms, who often are inexperienced , are overextending

themselves from bidding. Those who favored decreased usage indicated that they were

unaware of any problems encountered on service contracts which would be resolved by
requiring a bond. The majority of agencies who favored no change stated either that curren t
guidance was adequate or that the PCO should have the discretion to insert a bond based on

his analysis of the procurement situation.

Thus, analysis of the responses to this question revealed that current guidance and
procedures apparently permit the PCO sufficient lat itude to require a bond when he deems

it necessary. Based on the fact that approximately only 26 percent of the activities favored
increased usage versus 56 percent favoring no change in usage Level, it is concluded that the
current usage rate is generally fulfilling the Army’s need. for such requirements.

Additionally, for those contracts requiring bonds in the original sample, the
procurement activities were asked if the bond could be excluded on the next procurement.
Replies are as indicated in Table X.
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TABLE X. WAIVER OF BOND ON NEXT PROCUREMENT

Can Be Cannot Be Cannot
Type Service Excluded Exduded Predict

Custodial 3 2

Garbage 3 1

Food 4 1

Landscape 1 1

Guard 1

It is seen above that procurements where (oslhnwty of performance was deemed critical
(K.P. and garbage), the concensus of opinion was that a bond would be required . For
custodial/janitorial, the opinion was fairly evenly divided regarding its need on the next
procurement. Finally, for landscape and guard services, the responses ind icated that bond s
could be eliminated. This supports the premise that guidance should permit bond usage

where continuity of performance is critical.

C. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF BONDS

In the previous section of this chapter the Army’s need for bonds was verified . The

next question which will be addressed is the costs versus the benefits derived as a result of
bond requirements.

1. Cost

a. Premium Rates Strocture

(1) Governed by States

Public Law 79.15 (15 U.S.C. 1011, 1012) gives the various States , in
lieu of the Federal Government , the right to regulate and tax the insurance indu stry . Each

State has establish ed department. which regulate the rates charged for bonds. There are two
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types of rates approved by the States: (i) file and use rates are effective once reported to
the State; (ii ) file and approval rates req uire State appro val before they become effective.

Common requirements for both types of rate s are such rates : (i) cannot be

discriminating; (ii) must be set at a level which will not produce unreasonable profit

margins; (iii) must not be excessively high.

(2) Surety Premium Rat es

The premium rates paid to sureties for the required bonds vary

depending on several factors. First, the rates are based on the contract value in lieu of the

penal sum of the bond. Thus, varying the penal sum of a bond does not increase the cost of

a bond. Second, in some States the premium rate does not vary with contract value. For

instance, the premium rate in Pennsylvania and North Carolina is 1 percent of the contract

value. Another factor which govern , the cost of bonds is the surety’s assessment of the

potential risk associated with issuing the bond to the contractor. Certain insurance
companies are willing to issue bonds to higher risk contractors. For instance , two

contractors in Virginia might pay the following rates for a bond :

TABLE Xl. TYPICAL PREMIUM BOND RATES

Rate (Based on Face Value of Contract)

Dollar Value of Contract A B

Under $250,000 1.5% 1.0%

$250,000—$1,000,000 1.0% 0.75%

Over $1,000,000 0.075% 0.58%

On one of the service contracts reviewed at the field , the bid bond information furnished by
the contractor included data regarding the bond cost. The costs which were considerabl y

higher than those previoudy mentioned, were: $5 per thousand plus $200 processing coit ,

or $7,973 for a $1,554,718 value contract. These rates are the same as those charged class A
constnsction contractor in some States. Although they appear to be based on an erroneous
dassification of the woik performed , the contractor’s bid price probably includes a cost

factor reflective of the bond cost.
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Normall y, performance and payment bonds are sold as a package. The
premium for a performance bond will be the same as it will be for both a performance and
payment bond. Thus, there is no cost advantage gained by the Governme nt in obtaining
only a performance bond .

The foregoing analysis has revealed that the premium costs for a bond
vary based on factors such as the contract value assessment of risk associated with issuing
the bond to the contractor and the State in which the bond is issued. Generall y, the cost
paid to the surety will not be greater than 1 percent of the contract value.

(3) Additional Costs for SBA Guaranteed Loans

As will be discussed in detail in Chapter V, some small business firms,
which cannot normally qualify for a surety issued bond , will apply for and be issued a bond
wider the SBA guarantee loan program. This increases the cost of the bonding requirement

to the contractor by the following amount—a $10 (nonrefundable ) processing fee

plus: (i) $2 per thousand of .002 times the contract price if a 100.percent performance
bond is required, or (ii) the smaller of (i) above or an amount equal to 20 percent of the
total bond premium charged by the suret y company of the contractor . This additional cost
would also be reflected in the contractor ’s bid price.

(4) Government Personnel Not Familiar With Rates

Interviews with various Government persi’nnel indicated a lack of
knowledge regarding the cost of bonds. Such information should be disseminated to
personnel to aid hi their decision regarding a bond requi rement.

b. Other Costs

One of the questions posed on the questionnaire was what are the most
important detriments to the Government because of bondin g requirements. Responses from
the 30 procurement activities were as follows:
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TABLE XII. ADDITI ONAL BOND COSTS

Detriment No. of Agencies’7

Preclude maximum competition 17 57

Increased contract price 11 36

There are none 5 16

Administrative expense of handling bond 1 3

False sense of security regarding contracto r’s
responsibIlity 1 3

Analysis of this table reveals that primary detriment was judged to be inabili ty to obtain

maximum competition. As previously noted , the contractors excluded from bidding were

believed to be marginal fi rms, who had a strong likelihood of encountering performance

problems. The second detriment was higher procurement costa resulting from exclusion of

some bidders, plus the premium cost of the bond i~nd the administrative expense of handling

the bond. The other reason, false sense of security regarding contractor’s responsibility

could also lead to increased administrative expense if award was made to a firm requiring

close administration to obtain required performance.

2. Benefits

a. Questionnaire Responses

The following table lists responses by the 30 pr ocurement activities to the
questionnaire inquiry regarding the most important benefit s accming to the Government

because of bonding requirements:

17NUIn~~~ of responses greater than 30 ~nce some agencies listed two areas.
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Benefit No. of Agencies’8

Increased assurance of performance 17 57

Better contractors (sureties can require 6 20
rigid experience and finance requirements)

Protection for administrative expenses and 5 17
higher reprocurement costs it terminated .

Protection of Govern ment property 5 17

Insured payment of laborers and suppliers 4 13

The first three reasons, which were previously discussed, are related to increased assurance
of performance through: (1) better contract ors who are less likely to default on
performance; (2) the sureties: (a) assumption of performance; (b) action, such as
providing managerial or financial aid to a contractor , which may preclude an impending
default; or protection of the Government rights in the event of a default.

As previously noted in this chapter, protection of Government property is
being erroneously used as a justification for bond usage. Finally, the last reason, insured
payment of laborers and suppliers, was only cited by 13 percent of the activities. This is not
surprising since payment bonds are not primarily for the protection of the Government but
for laborers and suppliers of equipment and materiel . However , this again points out that
there is some need being fulfilled by such bonds, but it is not as great as that fulfilled by
performance bonds.

b. Analysis of Benefits

An analysis of the benefits which have not been previously discussed in
detail will now be presented.

(1) Reimbursement of Additional Costs Associated with Reprocurement

t8lenefits cited by only one agency not listed. Several agencies listed more than one benefit.
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A surety is liable for the excess and reprocurement costs associated

with contract termination. Additionally, the sure ty would have to pay additional
performance costs incurred during the period of contract termination and assumption of
performance by a new contractor. No instances were found in the contracts reviewed where
a surety was assessed such costs. As previously noted , the reprocurement of a defaulted K.P.
contract, without a bond, was $40,000 more than the previous contract despite the fact that

the period of performance was 3 months shorter.

Additionally, in answering a bid protest involving a bonding
requirement on another K.P. service contract reviewed, it was noted that the procurement

activity had to terminate two K.P . contracts for default in a 5.year period. Additional

zeprocurement costs were listed as $3,000 and $1,600 for contracts valued at $96,000 and

$10,000, respectively.

If a bond had been required in the above instance, the Government

would have been protected against the financial losses it suffered as a result of
nonperforman ce.

(2) Reduced Administrative Expense

(a) ~~ .awar’J

One of the problem area s reported in the service contract area is

the administrative expense and time delay associated with processing mistakes in bids and
nonreaponaibility determination. Several instances were noted during field review of
contracts in which considerable time and administrative effort were required to process such

actions. For instance , at one procurement activity the bid for a K.P. contract which did not
contain a bond requirement was opened 27 days prior to the required date for initiation of
services. However , contract award was delayed until 65 days after the required initial

performance date because one bidder had to be rejected for noniesponsibility and the
second bidder had to be processed for a mistake in bid . The activity was forced to extend its
previous contr act for these services . Award of another contract , involving refuse services,

w delayed 50 day. beyond required initial performance date because of the mistakes in
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bids by the two low bidders. For another contract involving custodial services, rationale for
including the bond included the fact that over 57 days were required on the previous
contract to reject two bidders for lack of responsibility. The emergency procurement of the

services from the incumbent contractor resulted in a monthly price increase of

approximately $19,000.

However , it must not be conduded from the foregoing th at only
responsible contractors submit bids on service contracts with bonding requirements. Two
instances were noted where the low bidder was rejected as nonresponsible based on lack of
sufficient capacity and credit even though he was able to furnish the bid bond .

Conversel y, it “y ~ 
previously shown that bonding requirements do

preclude /othe firms wl~o cazuiot get bends from bidding. Such firms are those which the
sureties consider to be a high risk of stI~ssequent default based on the sureties assessment and
evaluation of the firm ’s previous exp~rience, technical expertise, and its financial resources.
It can also be concluded that a higher percentage of those finns unable to get bonds would
be rejected as nonresponsible when compared to firm s who got bonds. Considering the
administrative effort and time to process a nonresponsibility determination for a small
business firm, it is determined that bonding requirements do reduce the Government’s
administrative effort and lead time associated with award of service contracts.

(b) Post.award

Additionall y, the Government incurs additional administrative
burden and expense ifitis forced to terminate a contract. The Government may be relieved
of most of the foregoing administrative effort if the surety elects to take over contract
performance. Next, the Government incur. costs associated with the: (i) effort to place ~
new contract, often on an emergency basis; (ii) determ ining the amount of damages or

excess costs which are to be assessed; (iii) legal sanctions against the defaulting contractor,
such attachment and subsequent liquidation of the contractor ’s equipment and assets, to
protect the Government’s interest in the event the contractor ’s assets are insufficient to pay
all creditors. Additionally, a surety will nominally take the legal sanctions against the
defaulting contractor ssmd ii liable for the damages thus relieving the Government of such
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effort . Thus, it is seen that bonding requirements do reduce the administra tive burd en

associated with default .

(c) Imp roved Contract Performanc e

It was repeatedly noted in field inte rviews that a bondi ng
requirement makes a contracto r more lik~c!y to perform satisfactori ly. This is attributed to

the fact that a contrac tor does not want to get “blackba lled” by a surety because of a bad

performance record. Contract or’s perform ance usually improved immeasurable when a

surety was informed of bad performance.

3. Duplication of Effort Impedes Maximum Benefit

a. Similar Data Obtained by PCO and Sureties

As prev iously mentioned prior to issuance of a bond to a

contractor , the surety gathers information regarding the contracto r’s financial, experience ,

technical , and other qualific ations necessary to perform on the pending contract. Typical

information obtained from the contractor ’s previous customers, suppliers , and bankers are

contained in Appendixes B, C, and D, respectively. Since service contractors are perfonning

at many differing locations, they are not ad ministered by one DCAS office as is the case for

supply contractors. In fact , the contracts are frequently administered by local personnel.

Thus , there is no central office which has previous performance informa tion regarding a

service contractor. Hence, th~ PCO requests information from the contrac tor for the

responsib ility determination.

A review of contrac t files at the various agencie, revealed that

dete rmination of respon sibilities by the PCO are often based on analysis of identical or

similar data used by the surety . Typically, the IFB requires that the bidder furn ish the

following types of information :

I Length of time in this type of service .

~ Location of office or plant.
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~~~. Name and location of bank account.

j  Places, dates, and areas service was previously awarded within
last 5 years, including any terminated for default .

5 Names, addresses, and resumes of work experience of
supervisory personnel.

6 Statement contractor has adequate personnel and equipment
available to perform.

7 Names of previous creditors.

This information ii frequently used by the PCO in determini ng contractor ’s responsibility.
Additional information i~ frequently obtained from previous customers, including both
Government agencies and commercial businesses, regarding his previous performance. This
information is similar to that identified in Appendi x B. Frequentl y, the firm ’s bank and
previous suppliers will be contacted to verify his line of credit. Such information is similar
to that required by Appendixes C and D. Interviews with procurement personnel revealed it
is difficult to get good information on which to base the nonres ponsibility detennination. It
was alleged that inspector, frequently do n* initially inspect in accordance with the contract
specifications. Thus, the resultant performance problems may not be solely the contractor’s
fault. Also, the PCO frequently lives with a marginal contractor rather than terminate the
contract. This was attributed partially to problems in getting good inspection informa tion.
Additionally, there is a tendency to let a marginal contractor complete performance rather
than terminate if the deficiencies surface during the final few months of the contractor ’s
performance period . Since the contract was not terminated , contractor ’s performance is
normall y rated as satisfactory when another procuriug agency requests performance
information.

b. Interpretation of ASPR Provision

ASPR 1O.104.2 specifies that performance bonds shall not be used

• a substitute for determination of responsibilities . In compliance with the provision, PCO’s
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are cunently not attaching any weight to the contractor ’s ability to obtain a bond in their

responsibility determination. Thus, both the surety and PCO are dup licating effort in

obtaining and analyzing similar or identical information regarding the contractor ’s ability to

perform. Since the Government is paying for the sureties service by virtue of the bond

premiu m, this dup lication of effort is reducing the cost effectiveness of bond requirements .

Based on the foregoing, it is contended that the PCO should be able to
place some reliance on the contractor ’s ability to obtain a bond in the respensibility

determination. H owever, complete reliance is not advocated. The need for additional
analysis on contractor ’s responsibility was supported by the fact that of the contract
reviewed , two bidders were rejected for lack of capaci ty or credit despite the fact that they
had furnish ed bid guarantees. Additionall y, the Government PCO, not a commercial surety,
should have final discretionary authority to determine a contractor ’s responsibility.

c. Comptro ller General Report

It must be pointed out that the Comptroller General
recommended for bonding requirements on construction contracts that “the ASPR and FPR
be amended to allow the contracting officer to determi ne responsibility on the basis of the
contractor ’s ability to obtain performance and payment bonds from surety companies on

the Trea sury ’s approved list , except : (i) when the prc~ect involves unique construction
experience; or (ii) when the contracting officer has information indicating the low bidder
may not be quite respon.ible.’9 In reply to the recommendation, by letter signed by t h e
Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L), (now ASD Manpower , Reserve Affairs , and Logistics)
Arthur I. Mendolia , it was noted , “We do not concur with the recommendation . . . that
the ASPR and FPR be amended to allow the contracting officer to base his determination of
respon sibility on the contractor’s ability to obtain performance and payment bond from
surety companies. However , we are in accord with the thrust of the recommend ation which
is to eliminate unnecessary duplicative effort .”2° The proposed approach of permitting the
PCO to partially base his responsibility determination on the contractor ’s ability to obtain a
performance and payment bond should eliminate some of the duplicative effort .

19Repoet to the Congress, Use of Surety Bonds In Federal Consuuction , Comp. Gen. of the U.S., 17 J an
75. p. 24.
~~1bhd. p. 25
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D. SUMMARY

It has been seen in this chapter that the Army does have a need for bonding
requirements on semce contracts where continuity of performance is critical. Bonding
requirements do increase contract costs by approxim ately 1 percent of the contract price.
Additionally, they do preclude certain contractor s from bidding, thus, possibly increasing
initial procurement prices. Such contractors were usually viewed as “marginal finns” who
have a higher probability of experiencing performance problems. On the benefit side, the
primary benefit of bonds is an increased assurance that the Government will get its required
perfonnance on a continual basis. Additionally, sureties frequently aid a contractor, thereby
precluding a pending default. Also, bonds reduce certain Government administrative
expense incurred in contract placement and administration. Finally, the cost effectiveness of
bonds can be increased if duplicative efforts being expended by both the PCO and surety are
eliminated . Part of the duplicative effort would be eliminated if PCO’s were permitted to
partially base responsibility determinations on contractor ’s ability to obtain bonds.
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CHAFFER IV

POLIC Y AND GUIDANCE

A. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, policy and guidance regarding bond usage will be examined to

detennine if any changes are required to improve effective usage of bonds in service
contracts .

B. LACK OF UNIFORM GUIDANCE AND PROCEDURES FOR BOND APPROVAL
REQUIR EMENTS

1. Lack of Uniform Interpretation of DA Policy.

Surprisingly , opinions expressed by personnel interviewed at the procure ment
activities were nearly equally divided regarding DA attitudes toward bond usage . Generall y,
those who viewed DA as looking favorabl y on bond usage stated that this response was valid
only if the PCO was able to justif y the bond requireme nt. Contraril y, several indicated that
even though they felt that bonds were required on a particular service contract , they did not

include it in the contract because of unfavorable DA attitude. In several instances , the
appearance of DA unfavorable attitude was generated by factors such as: (1) previous
higher headquarters disappro val of bondin g req uirement for the same type of
services; (2) guidance which cautioned procurement activities against bond usage, and
required higher level approval for bond usage. For instance , one command sent guidance
staling that , “pursuant to ASPR 10.104.1(b), 10.104.2, and 10.104.3 , performance and

payment bonds shall not be required in connection with service contracts other than
construction contracts. . . . ASPR Section I , Part 9 prescribes the proper procedures for
determining contractor responsibility . An effective method of dealing with a contracto r’s
unsatisfactory performance under service type contracts is use of the “Inspection of
Services” Clause (ASPR 7.1902.4).21 This guidance then required appro val to use bonds by
the subordinate commands ’ Pr incipal Assistant for Procurement or the HPA .

21HQ DARCOM At~4CRP.SP letter dated 7 Nov 75. Subj: Use of Performance and Payment Bonds in
Service Type Contract Requirements.
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Personnel interviewed at other maj or command headquarters expressed a favorable

~ titu de towar d bond usa~,.. Furthermore, they indicated that the PCO at their procurement

activities have d iscretion in inserting bond requirements , providing he can just ify the
requirement. Guidance has been given to procurement activities regarding the need to
docu ment the bond justificat ion. For instance, one major procurement command issued a
telegram to its procurement activities notin g th at if the PCO determines a bond is required,
“files must be documented to support such determination and should also support the
percenta ge of bond requirements.22 Normall y, copies of solicitations are forwarded to these
head quarters for review if they exceed a $250,000 value. However , bonding requirements
are normall y not challenged by headquarters , unless the re is a bond protest regarding the
requirement.

Thus, it La s been seen that there is no uniform guidance regarding DA’s attitude
toward bond usage in service contracts. Dichotomy of opinion was found betwee n the major
procurement commands and within a command regarding attitudes and procedu res to be
followed for bond approval. Thus , there is a need for uniform guidance from DA.

2. Internal Procurement Activities Procedures.

All of the activities included in the sample reported that they did not have local

procedures or guidance regarding bond usage on service contracts.

Although writing a bond justific ation was not a major problem on most

procurements, the PCO did not alway s have sufficient data on hand to ju stify the
requirement on some procurements. In such situations , the PCO’s requested the technical
requirement personnel to furnish input to support a bond requirement. Some PCO’s noted
that it was sometimes difficult to get adequate supporting documentatio n from the
requirements activity. This was partially attrib uted to the fact that these personnel are
usually dealing with constructio n contracts , which do not require bond justi fication.
Obtaining such information after the PCO receives the Procurement WodL Directive (PWD),
delays the procurement actiost. Thus, there is a need for procedures which would make the
requirement personnel responsible for including documentation for a bond require ment
with the PWD.

~~Cdr TRADOC , Fort Monroe , Telegram RO4223 1ZF eb76, Subject: Payment and Performance Bonds for
Contracts Other Than Construction.
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A review of contract files reveals that the information forwarded for publication
in the Commerce Business Daily did not always list the bond requirements. ASPR 1-1003.9
(f) provides th at certain procurements involving specialized requirements should be brought
to the attention of prospective bidders in the synopsis of the procurement. Dissemination of
such informa tion will help avoid improvident expenditures for bid prepara tion. Since a
contractor ’s bid will be rejected if he fails to furnish a bid guarantee, a bonding requirement
should be identified in the synopsis.

Review of the contract files also shows that when a procuremen t must be
approved at a level higher than the PCO, the review board or chief of the pr ocurement
division is norma lly made awar e of a bondin g requi rement. For instance , activities often
have a set of questions regarding the procurement , including is a bond required?

Fina lly, it was noted that the J udge Advocate General , Washington normally
reviewed the bid bonds and determined if they were legally sufficient. The time required to
get the J AG approval did not present a problem to PCO’s.

3. Difficulty in Writing Justifications

ASPR l0.104.2 require. that justification for a bonding requirement must be
completely documented. A review of the documentation for bondin g requirements on the
contracts reviewed plus interviews with personnel were conducted to ascertain if any

problems were being encountered in meeting this requirement.

a. Justification for Need of Bond

A review of the documentation justifying the need for a perfonnance and
payment bond revealed that the PCO normally had a rationale basis for the bond
requirement. As previously mentioned in Chapte r III , performance bonds were normally
justified based on: (1) contisulty of service performance was critical to the mission
capability on the health , welfar e, and morale of the troops; (2) Government administrathe

expenses to place a new contract; (3) protection of Government prop erty , which was
found to be based on an erroneous interpretat ion of ASPR; (4) nature of contractor, citing
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that past experience with contractors providing th is type of service revealed that lilan y bid s
will be from inexperienced contracts who overextend themselves and face bankruptcy and
default when they experience perfo rmance problems. The justification also usually included
a state ment regar ding the purpose of a bond; i.e., assurance of performance and fu lfillment
of all undertakings required by the contract. The maj ority of justification s for payment
bonds just noted that payment bonds insured payment of those who furnish materials or
labor to the contractor. A few justificat ions for payment bonds noted that the procurement
activity had experienced numerous debt complain ts from suppliers and laborers on previous
contracts for the service. No justification stated that the payment bond was required in
accordance with ASPR 10-104.3 which states that these payment bonds should also be
required if they can be obtain ed at no addition al cost than would be paid for a performance
bond. It was previousl y found in Chapter HI that the premium paid for a performance bond
or a performance and payment bond is the same. Since a payment bond may not be used
unless a performance bond is required, it is concluded that documentation justifying the
need of a performance bond should be sufficient since a payment bond can be acquired at
no additional cost.

b. Penal Sums

(1) Contract Data

Table XIII , “Bond Penal Sums,” lists the penal sum and potential
liability incurred by sureties for the various types of service contrac ts reviewed during this
study. An analysis of this table reveals that there is wide disparity in the penal sum of bond s
used for contrac ts involving the same service. For instance , the total liabilit y a surety
incurr ed on custodial/janitorial contracts ran ged from 20 percent to 150 percent of the
contract price. Similarly, the ra nge is from 25 percent to 100 percent and 60 percent to 150
percent of the contract price for food and garbage services respectively. Furthermore , the
penal arm does not vary directly with the dollar value of the contract. For instance , for the
two lar gest dollar value custod ial contracts of $498,000 and $510,000 the total liability is
150 percent and 25 percent respectively. Thus, examination of this data seenis to indicate
that a constant rationale is not being applied in determinin g penal sums for performance and
payment ~~~~~
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(2) Justification of Penal Sum Used

(a) ASPR Guidance

In view of the wide disparity of penal sums being used , a review of

existing guidance in this area was initially undertaken. The only guidance in ASPR relative

to the amount of the penal sum is for construction contracts. ASPR 1O.103.1 specifies that a

performance bond should be required in a penal amount deemed adequate by the

contracting officer for the prot ection of the Government. Generall y, the penal amount of
each performance bond shall be 100 percent of the contract price at the time of award. But

where the contracting officer finds that to require a 100.percent performance bond would

be disadvantageous to the Government, he may prescribe a lesser penal amount , which
should normally not be less than 50 percent of the original contract price and in all cases no

less than the payment bond . ASPR 10-103.2 states that the penal aim for a payment bond
shall be:

CONTRAC T VALUE % OF CONTRACT PRICE

$1,000,000 or less 50%

$1,000,000 to $5,000,000 40%

over $5,000,000 $2,500,000

(b) Review of documentation of justification

A review of the documentation which supported the penal sum
used, plus followup personnel interviews were conducted to determine how the PCO
determined the penal sum he used. The most often cited reasons for selecting the penal ar m
were : (1) subjective analysis by PCO of amount of protection needed by
Government; (2) consideration of the criteria specified in ASPR for construction
contracts; (3) the value of the equipment being protected divided by the contract value,

with a maximum 100-percent penal sum for the bond . Subjective analysis by the PCO
ranged from those where the PCO stated that the penal sum was the minimum amount
deemed necessary to protect the Government interests to those involving analysis of some
cost factors associated with nonperformance. In one case where costs were analysed the
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supporting documentation noted that : (1) the $500,000 penal sum for the performance

bond was based primarily on the estimated monthl y contract cost of approxim atel y

$166 ,000 to $200,000; (2) the $250 ,000 payment bond was based on estimate d labor

costs of $60,000 per month. Such a justi fication appears to be faulty since the surety would

only be liable for the additional , not the total, costs incurred during the period of

nonperformance. Furth ermore, the use of bonds for protection of property was previously
found to be erroneous. Therefore , review of the documentation and interviews with
personnel revealed that there was no consistent standard being used in deriving penal sums

to be required on service contracts . Normall y, subjective analysis of the protection needed

by the Government or use of the criteria specified for construction contracts is being used.

This probably accounts for the wide disparity in penal sums previousl y noted. It also points

out that there is a definite need for guidance in this area.

(c) Amount of Government protection needed

An analysis of the amount of protection needed by the

Government will now be addressed. First, it was previously determined that bonds on
service contracts were needed where continuity of performance was ëritical. There are three

primary categories of additional costs which may be incurred during the period of

nonperformance, which are: (1) increased performance costs; (2) higher reprocurement

costs; (3) Government administrative costs associated with reprocurement of the services.

Although it was beyond the scope of this project to get cost information to accuratel y

predict each of these costs, interviews with personnel revealed that these costs would not be

great. A hypothetical case will now be presented to give an insight regarding additional cost.
Initially, the increased performance costs on a $1,000,000 annual service contract will be

considered. First, one must consider that a contractor is expending on the aver age $83,333

per month. Although data is not available to accurately determ ine the time required to
reprocure criticall y needed services and to get a new contractor to commence performance ,
it is felt that procurement should normally be able to accomplish this task within 60 days.
For the contracts reviewed, only one contract involving services, where continuity of
per formance was critical was ter m inated . It took the agency 10 days to place a new contract
for the K.P. services. Furthermore, documentation supporting bond requirements cited
periods to get a new contractor on board rang ing from 30 to 60 days. Therefore, even if the
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cost of temporary labor performing the service was 50 percent higher than experienced by
the defaulted contractor , the additional costs of performance would only be $83,333 during
the 2-month period. (That is, $83,333 per month x 2 months x .50 price increase.)

The primary second cost is the higher reprocurement costs. Even if
a contractor were terminated immediatel y after award , it is doubtful the increased
procurement costs would exceed 10 percent of the original contract price or $100,000 on a
million dollar contract. The additional amount expected for the rep rocurement would
decrease after each month of per formance. For instance, if a contract were tenninat ed after
4 months and it took 2 months to reprocure the services, the Government would be
purchasing 6 months of services on the new contract. The value of services on the
terminated contract for a 6.mont h period is $500,000. A $100,000 add itional
reprocu rement cost would represe nt a 20-perc ent increase in contract price.

The third prima ry cost is administrative costs incurred by the
Government to effect the reprocurement. This cost is very hard to determine but is not
considered to be great . The Compt roller General recently noted that pro curement activities
were not pur suing reimb ursement for additional costs associated with terminatin g
construction contracts with bonds because (1) ASPR is somewhat vague on the
subject; (2) agencies are reluctant to seek recovery; (3) neither ASPR nor FPR describes
what constitutes administrative expenses.23

In the foregoin g analysis, additional costs associated with
leprocurement were examined. It is felt that the additional costs developed in this
hypothe tical analysis are on the high side. Such figures were used to provide protection to
the Govern ment against unforeseen situations. The total additional cost figures on a million
dollar contract were: (1) $183,333 for additional performance and repro asrement
costs; (2) a small undetermined amount for Government administrative cost. Based on this
analysis, it is not felt that the Government needs protection greater than that afforded by a
25 percent performance bond, which provide, a liability of $250,000 on a million dollar
contract. Considering the $183,333 for additional performance and reprocur ement costs ,

~~~.port to the Congress, Use of Surety Bonds in Federal Construc tion Should Bo Improved, Comptroller
General, llJ an 1975, p. 42.
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the Government would have a cushion of $66,667 to cover additional administrative costs
or any oth er additional costs associated with the default on this hypothetical defaul ted
contract .

(d) Penal Sum Size Impact on Cost of Bonding Requirement

It was previously noted that the size of the penal sum of a bond
doe. not impact the premium paid for a bond. One may logically ask why the Government
should not use the same criteria employed for construction contracts and get the additional

protection afforded by a 100-percent performance and 50-percent payment bond at no
additional cost .

The answer to the above question is that a bond ’s penal sum

impacts the ability of some bidder to get a bond . It was reported that many small minority

firms often are unable to get a bond from a surety company. They, therefore , are relying on

individual sureties. ASPR 10.201.2(d) provides that since the individual surety is liable in

the event of princi ple default , the surety must have a net worth equal to total penal sum of
the bond. The impact on this requirement was illustrated on one of the contracts reviewed
which had an initial award value of $954,309. The low bidders and one other bidd er ,
submitted a bond by an individual surety. Since the penal sum for the performance and
pay ment bonds were 50 percent and 25 percent respectively, the sure ty needed a net worth
of 75 percent of the contract value or $715,731. Neither of the two individual sure ties listed
net worth exceeding that figure. The J AG recommended rejection of the low bid based on
insufficient net worth of the surety, which was listed as $532,068. The surety alleged that
the net worth was in error and furnished an affidavit which showed his net worth was
actually $1,088,026. Based on this , the bid was not rejected. However , if 100-percent
performance and 50-percent payment bond had been required, the surety would have been

requi red to have a net worth of $1,431,413. Since the surety did not have assets equal to
this amount, the bid would have been rejected.

The foregoing analysis revealed that although the size of the penal
uini of a bond does not increase the premium paid , it does impact the ability of smaller
firms , who rely on individual sureties, to obtain a sufficient bond. Thus , the Government
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should not requi re a bond ’s penal sum to be greater than that needed to reasonabl y protect
the Government’s interest.

4. Other Revisions to Policy Needed

Finally, the procurement activities included in the random sample were queried as
to what revisions (i.e., additions or deletions) to current policies and procedures, as specified
in ASPR , APP, etc., are needed to improve effective bond usage on service contracts.
Response s were as follows:

REVIS iON REQ UIRED NO. OF PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES

No revisions 17

Mandatory usage of bonds ,
including eliminat ing bond
justification 5

More discretion of PCO 4

Reduce minimal penal sum
of bonds 2

Relax DA’s antibond attitude 1

Thus , approximately 60 percent of the agencies felt that the current policies and
procedures are adequate . The two most cited reasons for revising policies are diametricall y
opposed. Approximatel y 18 percent of the agencies felt that housekeeping services which
required bonds should be identifi ed and usage of bonds made mandato ry for these
procurements. This would eliminate the need to justi fy bonding requirements. Conversel y,
approximately 14 percent of the agencies felt that the PCO should be given more discretion
in determining if a bond was required on a particular contract .

In view of the aforem entioned , there does not seem to be a need for revisions to
exiting policies and procedures except for that previousl y noted in this chapter.
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C. SUMMAR Y

An examination of the current policies and procedures for bond usage revealed that

there is need for uniform guidance and procedures from DA level regarding bond usage on

service contracts. Additionall y, the lack of local procedures has caused some minor

problems such as getting adequate supporting documentation for a bond. The primary

probl em area in developing justification for a bond is determin ing the penal sum. An

analysis of the amount of protection needed by the Governm ent from a bond revealed it is

less on a service contract than for a construction contract. A hypothetical case revealed that

a 25-percent performance and payment bond should adequatel y protect the Government on

a services contract compared to the 100-percent performance and 50-percent payment

bonds normally used on construction contracts. Although the premium cost of a bond does

not vary with penal sum, a higher penal sum was found to preclude certain bidders , who rely

on indiiidual sureties, to get a legally sufficient bond .
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CHAPTER V

SBA PROGRAMS

A. INTRODUCTION

As noted in Chapter II , the smaller, often minority, small business firm frequentl y
encounters problems in obtaining the required bonds from a surety. The SBA sure ty bond
program, established by Public Law 91.609, (15 U.S.C. 694a.b) allows the SBA to guarantee
a surety company for a por tion of its losses, resulting from a small business’ breach of the
terms of a bid , payment, or performance. This program thus helps the minori ty or smaller
business to get a bond for which he normally would be rejected. The ultimate aim of the
program is to “graduate” these contractors so they can obtain bonds from the standard
surety market, based on their individual proven record of performance. Since this program
aids the Government in achieving its goal of obtaining full and free competition on
procurements where bond s are required , an analysis of the program will be presented in this
chapter. Additionally, the need for bonds on 8(a) contracts will be discussed briefl y.

ft SBA GUARANTEED BOND PROGRAM

1. EligIbility Requirements

Any small business firm bidding on a contr act valued at $1,000,000 or less which
requires a bid, performance or payment bond, issued by any surety company included on
the Treasury Department’s list of approved sureties , can appl y. Additionall y, if a

• procurement is put out in component s and the mdividual contracts do not exceed

$1,000,000, a contractor can apply for a bond guarantee on each procurement. There is no
$ limit on the number of bonds that can be quaranteed under this program. it is interesting to
• note that a bill recently pwd by the House of Representatives, provides that, “With

respect to any work to be performed , the amount of which would exceed the maximum
amount of any contract for which a surety may be guaranteed against loss under Section
411 of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 (U.S.C. 694(b)), the contracting
procurement agency shall, to the extent feasible , place contracts so as to allow more than
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one small business concern to perform such work. ”~~ This reinforces the intent of Congress
to use this bond guarantee program to the maximum extent . If it does become law, it will

mean that procurement agencies should split service contracts, when feasible, to several

component parts under $1,000,000. Thus, it is seen that the SBA guarantee bond program

only aids a small contractor on contracts under $1,000,000.

2. Amount SBA Guarantees vs. Surety Costs

The small business administration can guarantee up to 90 percent of the actua l
loss suffered by a surety on contracts valued under $250,000. For contracts between
$250,000 to $1,000,000 the SBA will guarantee 80 percent of the surety losses. For this
protection, the surety must pay the SBA 20 percent of the total premiums charged for

performance and payment bonds. Thus, the SBA is furnishing 80 percent to 90 percent of
the bond protection to another Government agency in the event of contractor’s
nonperformance for only 20 percent of the bond premium. Although advantageous to the
procuring agency, inappropri ate and excessive use of bonding requirements in procurements

involving the strong likelihood of the issuance of SBA guarantee loans , is not cost effective

to the taxpayer.

3. Ceiling Dollar Value for the Program

The SBA has a maximum dollar value of $833,000,000 for all the surety bond

guarantee outstanding. The fact that there is a ceiling for the aggregate value of bond
guarantees means that each time a guaranteed bond is issued, the SBA’s ability to issue other
guaranteed bonds is decreased. In a prepared stateme nt regarding proposed HR6339 which
would have increased the size of SBA guaranteed bonds from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000,
the Deputy Administrator of SBA noted that , “this legislation may adversely affect agency

resources if the contract amount is raised in light of SBA’s revolving fund limit, reduced

program activity may result.”~~

~~HR 692, Tide VI , SectiOn 601, Small flusmeaa See Asides, Report No. 95-1.

~~Louis F. Laun , Deputy Administrator , SM Hear*np llefore the Subcommittee on SBA and SBIC
Legidadon of the Committee on Small lluaIness, House of Representative, 94th Congreu, p. 323.
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4. Applying for an SBA Bond Guarantee

Initiall y, the contractor applies to the surety of his choice . He must furnish the
surety with all of the financial data, work history , aid other information the insurance
company needs to determine if it will issue a bond . If the contractor does not qualify for
U’: issuance of a bond, the surety will determine that be will be: (i) willing to issue a bond
only if it is guaranteed by the SBA; or (ii) not issue a bond under any circumstance.

If the sure ty determines a willingness to issue a bond, only if it is guaranteed by
the SBA, the contractor must furnish the following types of information: (i) Statement of
Personal History (Appendix E); (ii) Application of Surety Bond Guarantee (Appendix
F); (iii) recent detailed fiscal year Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement; (iv) aging
schedules of Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable; (v) Work in Progress Schedule;
(vi) letter from bank of account indicating line of credit; (vii ) personal financial
statements. If the SBA underwriting review is favorable, the SBA will complete the
guarantee agreement and return it to the sure ty. Thus , it is seen that the SBA does require
much information, which relates to a contractor ’s ability to perform satisfactorily, prior to
iu.’ing the bond . Fuially, it must be noted that the sureties handle any claims arising against
SBA bond guaranteed contractors. SBA aithorizee each surety to deal with such claims in
their normal manner to mitigate losses and insure satisfactory completion of the contract.

5. Pro gram Experience

The following table lists experience with the program from its inception in 1971
through 30 September 1976.
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Table XIV Percent of
SBA Guaranteed Bond Prog ram Experience Number Total Application

Total applications received 91,71 126

Guarantee requested by sureties 89,733 97.8

Guarantees approved by SBA 86,113 93.8

Number of contract awards 46,209 50.3

Value of contract awarded $3 ,022,090,371

Thus, it is seen that high percent age (over 93.8 percent) of all requests are approv ed by the

SBA. This is not surpri sing since the requests are normally prescreened by the sure ty.

Furthermore, the value of contracts awarded as a result of this program is over $3 billion,

with an average award value of $65,400. Thus , this program has aided many small business

firms in bidding on Government contracts who could not otherwise qua lify for a bond .

On the other hand , total losses to the SBA on these contracts resulting from
contractor default was estimated at $66,480,174 (which included $44,633 ,502 which were

actually paid plus $21,846,672 which are anticipated), or a rate slightly greater than 2

percent. Furthermore, out of the 46,209 contractors awarded contracts as a result of this
program , 2,590, or approximately 5.6 percent of the contracto rs had been issued defau lt
notices. As noted in (irapter H insufficient capitalization and going beyond their capacity is
primarily responsible for the very few contractors who have been issued bonds through this
program and have subsequently had their contract terminated for default.

An SBA study of this program found it to be overall cost effective. Noting that
the contracts would have been awarded at higher acquisition costs if the low bidder had not
been issued a bond a result of this program, they concluded based on a random sample of
contracts awarded that when the $61.7 million estimated savings in total Government
procurement costs ($18.8 million for the Federal Govern ment) is compared to the $17.5

~ Indudes some verbal requests during Initial program years.
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million in SBA program losses, it becomes apparent that a net overall financial benefit to the
Government has been rea lized.27 Additionall y, the contractors were queried as to the
reasons for obtaining an SBA bond guarantee. Responses revealed four p rimary reasons as

follows: (i) 34 percent stated their working capital was not sufficient for a regular
bond ; (ii) 30 percent needed a guaranteed bond because the contract amount involved was
higher than their usual contract; (iii) 17 percent reported their sole reason was their surety
required it ; (iv) 14 percent indicated they did not have sufficient experience.~~
Mditionally, the benefit of the program to minority firms was substantiated by the fact
that 15.3 percent of the bonded contracts , involving 13.6 percent of the dollar value, were

to such firms durin g a period from February through May 1975.29 Thus , this study
indicates that this program has benefits to both the Government , thro ugh lower
procurement costs, on contracts where bonds are needed, and to the smaller , especially
minority, contractor .

C. SBA 8(a) Program

As previoualy noted in Chapter II, a large proportion of service contracts for food,
custodial/janitorial , installation housekeeping and guard services (56 percent, 48 percent, 38
percent and 27 percent of the competitive base respectively) were awarded to minori ty
firms under Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act. Such contracts are awarded to the SBA
which then places a subcontract with the minority firms.

Information obtained from procurement activities via the questionnai re plus from field
interviews aid review of contract files revealed that bonds are not included on such
contr acts. The rationale for not including bonds were : (I) another Government agency, the
SBA, is contractually liable in the event of contractor default; (ii) the SBA determine s the
firm’s responsibility to perform satisfactorily on the proposed contract; (iii) the SBA often
provides management or financial assistance to the finns, thus decreasing the pousibllity of
performance defaul t ; (iv) the contracts are negotiated, thereby insur ing that the contractor

~~Seudy of the Small Busmess Admhui~tradon Surety Bond Guarantee Program, Office of Advocacy,
~~~nIng an d Research, US Small Butineas AdministratIon, 23 Aug 1975. p. S.

p. 9.
Thbid, p. 10.
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understands and has induded a price factor for all required contractual performance. In

contrast , it was noted that when the services are procured throug h formal advertising

procedures, a contractor’s bid may fail to include a price factor for some required work.

This lowers the profitability of the contract and may jeop ardize performance for a
contractor with smaller financial resources, if other unanticipated performance problems

increase costs. In view of these factors , it is concluded that bond s should not be required for

service contracts awarded to 8(a) minority firms .

D. Summary

In this chapter , it has been seen that the SBA guaranteed bond program does enable
some bidders , who cannot normall y qualif y for a bond from commercial suretie s, to obtain
the necessary bonds for contracts valued under $1,000,000. However , there is a ceiling
dollar limitation for all bonds issued under this program.

Although advant ageous to the procuring activity , the inappropriate and excessive use

of bonding requirements is not cost effective to the taxpayer. Despite the fact that the SBA
guarantees the surety for 80 to 90 percent of the damages suffered for bond breach for only
20 percent of the surety’s bond premiu m, an SBA stud y found that the program is cost
effective when one considers the cost savings associated with lower award prices of
contracto rs issued guaranteed bonds. Howe’uer, requiring a bond in a questionable situation

which results in an SBA guaranteed bond reduces the amount of available guaranteed bond

ii view of the dollar ceiling. This will preclude the issuance of guaranteed bonds to bidder,
on procurements where the Government has a valid interest to protect.

Finally, it was condud ed that bonds should not be required on 8(a) service contracts.
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CHAPTER VI

FINDINGS AND RECOMMEND ATIONS

A. FINDINGS

1. Purpose of Bonds

The four types of bonds included in service contracts are : (i) bid guarantees or
bid bonds; (ii ) performance bonds; (iii) payment bonds ; (iv) fidelity bonds.

The purpose of these bonds is to provide protection : (1) to the Government
against contractor ’s failure to perform or delive r in accordanc e with the contract
terms; (ii) to su pp lier s of materiel and labor to the contractor against
nonpayment ; (iii ) against financial loss due to dishonesty of contractor’s employees. Since
a bidder will be rejected if he is unable to furnish the bid guarantee , the inability of
potential bidders to obtain a bond will normally predude them from undertaking the
necessary bid preparation effort to submit a bid. This raises the question, “Do bond
requirements discriminate unjustl y against small contractors who cannot obtain bonds from
surety?”

2. Application of Bond Requirements

Responses to a questionnaire requesting information for a random sample of
spproximately 10 percent of tiw service contracts issued during FY 76 and FY 76T revealed
that bonds were required for five classes of services : (~i) food service (ii) garb age
collection; (lii) landsca pe; (iv) custodlal/j autorial; aid (v) guard. Additionall y, interviews
with field personnel at various procurement activities only revealed one additional category
of service, installation bus service, for which a bond requirement was induded .

An analysis of LW 350 information fot FY 76 for competitive procurement of the
14 categorIes of services being studied, revealed that based on the dollar value of all
co.~ etithe aw ds approximately: (i) 93 percent were to small business firms; (ii) 83
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percent were 100 percent small business set-asides. More importantly, the percentage of
awards (on a dollar basis) to small business firms and by procurements that were

100.percent small business set-asides was very high for all six categories of services requiring
bond as noted below.

% of Random
Sample Con. ,v Sm all 1O0~,, Siuöil
tracts with Business ~usiness

Service Bonds Awards Set-Asides3°

Food Service 95 100 99

Garbage collection 58 94 81

Landscaping 53 100 71
(Lawnmnowing)

Custodial/janitorial 23 100 98

Guard 4 86 55

Insta llation bus svc o31 ioo ioo

Further analysis of the DD 350 information revealed that the reason cited for 93 percent

and 73 percent of the awards to large businesses for garb age and guard services respectively,
was the failure of small business to submit the low bid. This means that 100 percent of the
competitive awards during FT 76 for four classes of services with bond requirements were to
anall businesses. For the remaining two classes, 99.6 percent and 96 percent of the
competitive awards were made to a small business firm or the low large business firm.
Furthermo re, all of the random sample contracts, plus the additional contracts reviewed
during field visits, were awarded a a result of 100 percent small business set-asides except
for one garbage contract.

Thus, the prop osition that bonding requirements have precluded small business
firms from receiving a substan tial portion of awards must be~ rejected . Similarly, increasing

30Contract not included In ran dom simple with bond requirement.
3tSouice 1)1)350 Procurements Statistics for FY 76.
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or decreasing bonding requirements for the daises of services studied probabl y will have
little impact on the proportion of awards to small business firms. Finally, the widely varying
usage rate of bond req uirements for the various classes of services, tends to support the
proposition that procurement contracting officers tend to use discretionary jud gment in lieu
of indiscriminate use in deciding if a bond is required.

3. Exclusion of Small Business Firms

The consensus of opinion of people interviewed and questionnaire responses was
that bonding requirements did not impose a hardshi p on responsible bidders , but probabl y
did preclude marginal bidders , who most likely would be determined to be nonre sponsible,
from bidding. Interestin~ y, this is partially supported by a finding by the SBA that the
primary reasons for default of small business contractors were: (i) insufficient
capitalization to carry them over when they ran into trouble; (ii ) going beyond their
capacity.

A review of the contract files plus questionnaire responses from 32 procurement

activities revealed only two instances during FY 75 and FY 76 where a low bidder was
rejected for failure to submit a bid guarantee. Furthermore , one of these two bidders would
have been rejected even if he furnished a bond because he was nonresponsive to other
solicitation requirements.

Contrarily, information supporting the premise that some small business firms are
exduded from bidding is as follows: (i) for 9 out of 17, or approximately 53 percent, plus
three out of five additional contracts reviewed, some bidders were not able to furnish
required bid guarantees; (u) review of bond protest information revealed some bidders,
particularly minority firms, were unable to furnish bid guarantees; (iii) for
custodial/janitorial contracts under $1,000,000, the number of bidders increased on the
average by approximately nine when bonds were not required. However, the Government
was able to obtain adequate price competition from small business firms on all of these
procurements.
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The difficulty encountered by unall business in obtaining bonds are related
to: (i) inadequate preparation of financial data pre sented by contractor ; (ii) lack of
sufficient working capital; (in) lack of sufficient technical and /or manage rial skills to
perform the contract or to handle the extra managerial and financial load of one more
contract in addition to work in prog ress; (iv) contrac t amount exceeded contractor ’s usual
contract amount.

Based on the foregoing findings, it is concluded that bonding
requirements: (i) exclude some small businesses , which are normall y at beet marginally
qualified , from bidding on service contracts; (ii) do not preclude the Government from
obtaining adequate price competition from small businesses .

4. Analysis of Bond Need

The protection afforded by bonds on service contracts was found to be less on

service than on construction contracts. In view of this , ASPR 10-104.2(a) requires the PCO
to justify and document the need for a bond. A review of bond justification found that
bonds are required when criticality of continuity of the service, such as food service,
garba ge, and hospital custodial/janitorial , was essential to mission capability or the health ,
welfare, and morale of the troops. Such justifications noted that a minimu m of 45 to 60
days would be required for a major procurement (over $100,000) from date of contract
tennination until assumption of performance by a new supp lier. In the interim period the
Government would have to provide the required services via civilian or military personnel,
which would disrupt scheduled training, job, etc. Two terminations of K.P. contracts were

observed. For the bond ed contract, the surety took over performance for a 4-month period

by using the existing work force . For the contract with no bonds , military personnel

assumed performance in the interim period. Bonds do not insure , but increase, the
probability of continued performance since: (i) sureties may elect to assume performance
using the existing work force (ii) sureties sometimes provide financial and managerial aid
to a contractor experiencing performance problems; (iii) suppliers or laborers will he more
willing to extend credit to a bonded contractor facing financial problems. Additionally,
firms issued bonds are less likely to default if unanticipated performance problems are

encountered since a surety requires a minimum level of experience, previous performance,
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financial, and other resources before issuing a bond . Thus , it is concluded that performance
bonds do protect the Government in situatio ns where continuity of performance is critical.

The second primary reason for requiring performance bond s was to protect
Government property, such as dempsty dumpsters for garbage collection or office buildings
for custodial /janitorial , that the contracto r would have access to during contract
performance. These justi fications are based on an erroneous interpretation of ASPR
10-104.2(a) which infers a bond is justified if the contract provides both for the usage and
specified manner of handling Government property, materiel, and funds. The intent of this
provision Is to cover situations where the Government would incur substantial costs based
on the contractor ’s failure to perform , such as those associated with removing, packing, and
transporting a large piece of leased equipment. Thus, this ASPR provision needs
clanfication.

Fidelity bonds were found to be required on service contracts, such as K.P. or
Laundry, where contractor employees are paid money for services rendered.

Nonpayment of laborers or suppliers is not a major problem at procurement
activities since such complaints are forwarded to the Department of Labor. However , over

50 percent of the contractors on the Joint Consolidated List of Debarred, Ineligible, or
Suspended Contractors as of 1 J an 77 were placed on it for violation of the Service Contract
Act of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act. Since these acts require
minin~im level of compensatio n of employees, this tends to support the need for payment
bonds.

5. Cost Effectiveness of Bonds

a. Costa

Premium rates charged by sureties are State regulated . Although some States
have uniform rates , others permit rates to vary dependent on: (i) sureties assessment of risk
of issuing the bond to a contr actor, and (ii) value of the contractor premiums are based on
the dollar value of the contract , rd not the penal sum of the bond. Generally, the cost of a
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bond , which is reflected in the contract pr ice, is not greater th an 1 percent of the contract
price. H owever , an additional cost of 002 times the contract price will be paid if a

100-percent performance bond is issued as a result of SBA guarantee. This amount will
reduce to 20 percent of the surety’s premium if less than a 100-percent performance bond is

required. Finally, the premium paid for a performance or a performance and payment bond
will generally be the same. Finally, procurement personnel are not generally aware of the
rate structure.

Other bond costs mentioned are : (i) precluding maximum

competition; (ii) administrative costs of handling bonds.

b. Benefits

Primary benefits which have previously been mentioned are : (I) increased
assurance of continuity of performance (ii) reimbursement of additional administrative

and reprocurernent coets in the event of default; (iii) insured payments of laborers and
suppliers. Other benefits included : (i) reduced pre-award administrative effort and delay

sociated with processing mistake in bids and nonresponsibility determinations which are
reportedly commonplace for service contracts and frequentl y force activities to extend
performance period, on previous contracts at higher prices; (ii) when the surety assumes
perform ance, elimination of admini strative costs associated with the termination and
reprocurement of a defaulted contract; (iii) reduced administrative costs by as.~umpt ion by
the surety of certa in efforts , such as att achment and Liquidat ion of contractor ’s assets,
needed to protect the Government against damages suffered as a result of the
default ; (iv) better contract performance , since a contractor does not want to get
“blackballed” by a surety.

Finall y, prior to issuing a bond, the surety obtains information and performs
analyà similar to that undertaken by the PCO in determining a contractor ’s responsibility.
Since ASPR 10-104.2 specifIes bonds are not to be used as substitutes for determination of
responsibility, PCO’s do not rely on the contractor ’s ability to obtain a bond in their
responsibility determinations. To eliminate this duplication of effort , the Comptroller
General recently recommended for construction contracts that ASPR and the FPR be
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amended to permit responsibility determinations based on the contractor ’s ability to get

bonds from surety. Review of the contract files revealed two instances where a bidde r was
rejected as nonrespon sible for lack of capacity and credit , even though the bidder had
furnished a bid guarantee. Thus, it is concluded that the PCO should be permitted to rely on
the contractor ’s ability to obta in a bond as one , but not the sole, factor in determin ing
responsibility.

6 Guidance and Procedure

Lack of uniform guidance regarding DA’s position toward bond requirements on

service contracts was observed. At the procurement activity level, some felt DA looked
favorab ly upon usage providing the PCO had sufficient justi fication. Others felt DA
discouraged usage based on: (i) disapproval at higher headquarters of bond requirements
for previous procurements of the same service; (ii) guidance from higher headquarters

cautioning against bond usage.

Other major procurement commands required HPA approval , while two other
commands gave the PCO discretion to include a bond requirement. However , higher level
approval, such as the contract review board, was often required for solicitations issued by
activities under these two commands. Additionally, headquarters for these activities were
forwarded a copy of all solicitations over $250,000 for review. However, headquarters

personnel reported they did not challenge bond requirements frequently.

Procurement activities do not have any local procedures, policy, or guidance

regarding usage of bonds in service contracts. This has caused some difficulties in getting
requirement or technical personnel to furnish documentation for a bond since such
documentation is not required for construction contracts. Additionally, some activities did
not alert prospective bidders in the synopsis information included in the Commerce Business

~~~y of a bond requirement. ASPR 1-1003.9(f) provides that such specialized requirements
should be Irought to a bidder’s attention to help avoid unnecessary expenditures for bid
preparation.
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Although documentation of bond need does not present a major problem to the

PCO, it does require administrative effort to prepare. Elimination of such effort where

bonds have been found to be justified would increase the cost effectiveness of bond

requirements.

The primary problem area observed in documenting bond requirements was

determination and ju stification of the penal sum. Guidance provided in ASPR 10-103.1

states penal sum for performance bonds should adequatel y protect the Government. For

construc tion contra cts, ASPR 10-103.2 sets minimum level for payment bonds.

Procurement personnel normall y determine the penal sum by: (i) subjective

analysis of the amount of protection needed; or (ii) consideratio n of the ASPR criter ia fo

construction contracts. The net result is a wide disparity of bond penal sums for similarly

priced contracts of the same service.

A hypothetica l example showed that a 25-percent performance and payment

bond should adequately prot ect the Governme nt’s interest . Although use of penal sum less

than 100 percent for a performance bond will not reduce the premium paid , bidders may be

excluded from submitting a valid bond if the pena l sum is too high since ASPR 10.201.2(d )

require. an individual surety to have a net worth equal to the total penal sum of the bonds.

Thus, usage of 25.percent pena l sums should adequatel y protect the Governmen t’s interests

while not unduly restrict ing competition.

7. SBA Programs

Finally, it was found that the small business guaranteed loan program enables

some small businesses which would not normally qualify for a bond from a commercial

sur ety , to obtain bonds on contracts valued under $1 million. Under this program, SBA

g i r t e e s  a surety for 80 to 90 percent of the damages suffered for bond brea ch. For this

proseirtion, the sm~ety must pay the SBA only 20 percent of the sure ty’s bond premium.

had fomaid this prog ram to be cost effective based on cost savings associated with lower

a wa rd prices to contractors issued guaranteed bonds. However, SBA has a ceiling for all

~~~~~~~~ bond . issued. Thus, use of a bond requi rement In a questionable situation will
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often result in issuance of an SBA guaranteed bond which will preclude SBA from issuing a
guarantee on procurement where the Government has a legitimate interest to protect. Thus,
judic ious use of bonds by procurement activities is required to maxim ize the benefit of the
SBA guaranteed bond program. Finally, bonds usage on 8(a) contracts was not found to be

justified .

ft RECOMMENDATIONS

1. ASPR

Forward to the ASPR committee the following recommended changes. Revise
ASPR 10-104.2(a) as follows (chang e portions underlined): Although performance bonds
shall not be used as a substitute for determinations of contractor responsibility as required
by Section 1, Part 9, the contractor ’s abifity to obtain a performance bond may be relied
upon as one of the factors used in the responsibility determination, Subject to this general
policy, performance bonds may be required in individual procurements when , consistent

with the following criteria, the contracting officer determines the need therefor.

Justification for any such requirement made in accordance with ASPR 10.104.2(a Xi), (ii),
and (iii) must be fully documented.

a. When the terms of the contract provide for the contractor to have the use of
Government materiel, property, or funds, and further provide for the handling thereof by
the contract or in a specified manner , a performance bond shall be required if needed to
protect the Government ’s interests therein. This app lies to situations where the Government
would incur substantial costs based on the contracto r’s failure to perform, such as those
costs associated with removing , packing , and transporting a large piece of leased equipment.
However , performance bonds are not justified on a service contract such as
custodial/janitorial solely because a contractor will have access to Government buildings.
property, or equipment during contract per formance.

b. When the circumstances applicable to a particular procurement are such that
for financial reasons a performance bond is necessar y to protect the interests of the
Government , a performance bond shall be required. (See for example, ASPR 26-402(c)(w).)
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c. When continuity of performance is deemed critical to mission capability, or

the health, welfare, or morale of the troops. Justification for requiring performance bonds

meeting these criteria must be approved at a level higher than the Procurement Contracting

Officer for all services except: (i) food services; (ii) garba ge services;

(in) hospitai/custodial4anitorial.

d. The penal sum for each performance and payment bond should not normally

exceed 25 percent of the contract price. Justifications for the need of a penal sum greater
than 25 percent for an Indivi dual performance and/or payment bond must be fully
documented.

2. Guidance.

Include in DA procurement information circular the following information:

a. The intent of ASPR 10-104.2(a), which states a bond is justified if the
contract provides both for the usage and specified manner of handling Government
property, materiel, and funds, is to cover situations where the Government would incur
substantial costs based on the contractor’s failure to perform . For instance , substantial costs
would be incurred with the removing, packing, and transportation of a large piece of leased

equipment if the contractor defaults.

b. A reminder that the synopsis information included in the Commerce Business

Daily should alert a prospective bidder of a bond requirement. This is required by ASPR
1.1003.9(f) which provides that such specialized requirements should be brought to a

bidder’s attention to help avoid improvident expenditures for bid preparation.

c. The bond premium rate information contained in aiapter III , to alert the
contracting officer of the increased contract price associated with a bond. This information
should aid in his determination of the cost effectiveness of a bond requirement.
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES A M V  LOGISTICS MANAOt MEP4T CENTER

DRXMC-PRO 10 December 1976

SUBJECT: Analysis of the Army’s Bond Requirements in Housekeeping Service Contracts
(RCS DRC(OT) .710)

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations and Logistics) has
recently received numerous questions challenging the use of bonding requirements for Army
Housekeeping Service Contracts. Based on these inquiries, the Army Procurement Research
Office has been requested by OASAQ&L) to conduct a study to determine if additional
policies or procedures are needed regarding contractual bond requirements for housekeeping
(as defined in Inclo.u,e 1) service contracts.

2. The specific objectives of the study are to develop criteria for contracting officers to
me in making decisions regarding application of bid, performance, and other bond
requirements on housekeeping service contracts, and to formulate a uniform Army policy
for use of bonds on housekeeping service contracts. The successful completion of the
research tasks requires your activity aid appropriate field activities (if any) to furnish
procurement data a set forth in this letter.

3. It is requested that you furnish specific data on the housekeeping service contracts
listed on Inclosure 2. For purposes of this study, Information is requested for all types of
bonds listed in ASPR 10.101 such payment, performance, fidelity, and foipsy bond s,

etc. To permit efficient analysis, it is necessary to use Incloanre 3, Data Regarding Specific
Contracts, in couup~ing aid submitting the necessary and most current data regarding the
specified contracts.
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Appendix A—(Cont ’d):

DRXMC -PRO
SUBJECT: Analysis of the Army’s Bond Requirements in Housekeeping Service Contracts

(RCS DRC(OT )-710)

4. In order to adequately reflect your activity’s overall experience and policies/procedures

with bonds for housekeeping service contracts, your comments are also required on the
questions posed on Inclosure 4, Questionnsire For All Housekeeping Contracts.

5. It is requested that the above information be furnished not later than 7 J an 77 to:

Commandant

US Army Logistics Management Center

AflN: DRXMC ..PRO (APRO 614)
Fort Lee, VA 23801

If you have any questions regarding this requirement , contact Mr. H. Cand y of Mr. R. Nick
(AUIOVON 687.4381/1395; Comm: 804.7344381/1395). Plesse furnish the name and
telephone number of your action officer by letter or message upon receipt of this letter.

FOR THE COMMANDANT :

41mb PAU L F. ARVIS, Ph.D.,
a Director , US Army

Procurement Research Office

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - . . - .- 
~~~~~~~ 
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Appendix A—(Cont’d):

DRXMC .PRO 10 December 1976

SUBJ ECT: Analysis of the Army’s Bond R equirements in Housekeeping Service

Contracts (RCS DRC(OT) -710)

DISTRIBUTION:

Commander, White Sands Missile Range, ATIN: DRSTE (Procurement Division), White
Sands Missile Range, NM 88002

Commander, Letterkenny Army Depot, ATFN: DRXLE.SP (Procurement Division),
Chambersburg, PA 17201

Commander, Red River Army Depot , ATTN: DRXRR-TA (Procurement Division),
Texaiiiana, TX 7550)

USAECOM , Procurement and Production Directorate, Fort Monmoudi, NJ 07703

USASA Central Procurement Activity, Vint Hill Farms Station, Warrenton , VA 22186

USA Engineer District, Fort Worth , P.O. Box 17300, Procurement Division, Fort Worth ,
TX 76102

Commander, US Army Aviation Center, ATI’N: ATZQ .DI.PC (Procurement Division), Fort
Rucker, AL 36362

Commander, US Army Infantry Center, Fort Benning, ATFN: ATZB.DI-P (Procurement
Division), Fort Benning, GA 31905

Commander , US Anny Signal Center, Fort Gordon, ATTN: ATZH-DI-P (Procurement
Division), Fort Gosdon, GA 30905
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Appendix A.-.(Cont ’d):

Commander, USA Combined Arms Center, A’I1~N: ATZL-DI -P (Procurement Division),
Fort Leavenworth , KS 66027

Commander, US Army Armor, Fort Knox , ATTN: ATZK .D!-P, Fort Knox, KY 40121

Commander , USA Training Center , Engr & Fort Leonard Wood, ATTN: ATZT .DI.P
(Procurement Division), Fort Leonard Wood , MO 65473

Commander, US Army Training Center , Fort Dix, A11~N: ATZDGD .G (Procurement
Division), Fort Dix, NJ 08640

Commander , US Army Field Artillery, Fort Sill, ATTN: ATZR .DI-P C, Fort Sill,
OK 73503

Commander, US Army Training Center , Fort Jackson, ATTN: ATZJ-DIP (Procurement
Division), Fort J ackson, SC 29207

Commander, US Air Defense Center , Fort Bliss, ATf N: ATZC-DIP (Procureme nt Division),
Fort Blia, EI P.so, TX 79916

Commander, US Army Transportation Center , Fort Eu~tis, ATTN: ATZF .PC (Procurement
Division), Fort Eustis, VA 23604

Commander, US Army Quartermaster Center , Fort Lee , AVI’N: ATZM .DI. P (Procurement
Division), Fort Lee, VA 23801

HQ Fort Ritchie , ATTN: CCNJ .DIO .PC (Procurement Division), Fort Ritchie, MD 21719

Walter Reed Army Medical Center , ATTN: Procurement Division, Washin gton, DC 20012

Commander , Presidio of San Fr ancisco, ATFN: AFZM .PR (Procurement Division), Presidio

of San Fr ancisco, San Fr ancisco, CA 94129
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Commander, 7th Infantry Division & Fort Ord , A11~N: AFZW.DI-PC (Procurement
Division), Fort Ord , CA 93941

Commander , 24th Infantry Division & Fort Stewart , A11~N: AFZP-DI -P (Procurement
Division), Fort Stewart , GA 31313

Commander , Fort Sheridan , ATTN: AFZO -DI.P (Procurement Division), Fort Sheridan ,
IL 60037

Commander , lit Infantry Division (M) & Fort Riley, Afl’N: AFZN .DI .P (Procurement
Division), Fort Riley , KS 66442

Commander, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) & Fort Camp bell, ATTN: AFZB-DI-PC
(Procurement Division), Fort Campbell, KY 42223

Commander , Fort Devena, ATTN: AFZD .DI .P (Procurement Division), Fort Devens,
MS 01433

Commander, XVIII Airborne Corps & Fort Bragg, ATFN: AFZA.DI.P (Procurement
Division), Fort Bra gg, NC 28307

Commander, ifi Corps & Fort Hood, ATTN: AFZF .PCO (Procurement Division), Fort
Hood, TX 76544

Commander, 9th Infantry Division & Fort Lewis, A11~N: AFZH .DIP (Procurement
Division), Fort Lewis, WA 98433

Commander, Fort McCoy, ATFN: AFZR .DI .P (Procurement Division), Sparta, WI 54656
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Appendix A—(Cont ’d):

For this study, housekeeping services are defined as nonconstruction contract for the

following service categories:

a. Gas.

b. Electricity.

c. Telephone and/or communication service.

d. Water.

e. Utility other than above.

f. Installation bus services.

g. Chaplain service.

h. Laundry and drycleanlig service.

i. Custodial/janitorial service.

j. Insect and rodent control.

k. Packing and crating.

1. Garbagn collection.

m. Food service.

n. Fueling service.

I~~~1
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Appendix A—(Con t ’d):

o. Fire protection.

p. Landscaping service.

q. Recruiting services for civilians (include meals and lodging for recruits ).

r. Surveillance services.

a. Care of remains and/or funeral service .

t. Guard services.

u. Installations housekeeping service other th an above.

m d i
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The information required by paragraph 3 of this letter to be completed on the questionnaire

( m d  3) are required for the following contracts:

bicl 2

84
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Appendix A—(Cont’d):

ANALYSIS OF ARMY’S BOND REQUIREMENTS IN
HOUSEKEEPING SERVICE CONTRACTS

DATA REGARDING SPECIFIC CONTRACTS

TASK 614

1. Contract No. Date : 
_________

2. Name and phone number of Contracting Officer : ____________________________

3. Contract Type: FFP ________ FPW/EPA ___________ Other (Identify)

4. Service description and FSC :

5. Contractor: Large Business______ Small Business _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6. Solicitation :

a. Competitive Noncompetitive

b. Total Set.Aside: Yes~~~~_ No _ _ _ _ _ _ _

c. Partial Small Business Set-Aside: Yes____ No___________

d. 8(a) Procurement: Yes , J o

bid 3 Pap lof 5
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Appendix A—(Cont’d):

7. Bid. Received: a. Tota l Number
_ _ _ _ _  

b. Small Bu.ineu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

8. Performance Period: ______________________________________________

9. Total Contract Price: a. Basic Contract 8

b. Current Contract $ ____________________________

10. Was bond included for previoua procurement of this service?

Ye.______ No _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Identify type of bond requirements and percent of contract amount.

_________Bid Bond _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Perfonnance Bond _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Payment Bond _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

__________ Other Bond (Specify)

11. Bails for determining contract respounibility?

_____ Pie Award Survey

________ Contractor’s perfonn ice on prevlou. contract for identlcal/slmiar service

_____Other (Identify)

lncJ 3 P1r 2o 15
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Appendix A—(Cont’d):

12. Bond requirements included in solicitation: Yes No _______

If no, anuwere not reqiwed on rema ining questions.

13. Type of bond requirements and percent of contract amount :

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Dld Bond 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_________Performance Bond 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Payment Bond 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_________Other Bond (specify) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

14. Why were the show percent~~es for each type of bond chosen?

15. Rationale for u.e of bonds (fundé a copy of sy sippoding doasmentation):

~ eI3 PaisSof ~

______ 
__________ 
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Appendix A—(Cont’d):

16. Was bond requirement waived when award w made? Yes No If

“yes,” rationale.

17. Do you feel the bond requirement contributed to successful performance under the

contract? Yes No (If ye., give rationale.)

18. Win any part of penal sum paid by surety? Yes No Don’t know_____

If yes, how

19. Do you feel the bond requirement could be excluded on next procurement for this
service? Yes____ No ____  Can’t predict 

—

20. a. Did aiy bidders fa8 to obtain/furnib necessary bonds, thus being precluded from
awad? Yes No Don’t know____ (If ye., give rationale.)

b. How many bidder. f~~.d to secure bond? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

kicl 3 Paie4o( S 
-:
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Appendix A—(Coot’d):

c. How many were small business? _____________________

d. How many were minonty businesses? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

21. a. Did any prospective bidders indicate they could not bid due to inability to obtain
bonds? Ye.____ No If “yes”:

b. How many?

c. How many small businesses?_______________

d. How many minority businesses? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4

. 1
hd3 Page5of s
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ANALYSIS OF ARMY ’S BOND REQUIREMENTS IN HOUSEKEEPING SERVICE CONTRACTS

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ALL HOUSEKEE PiNG CONTRACTS

1. How do bonding requirements impact the Government’s ability to obtain full aid free

competition i.e., do bonds impose a hardship on a u sable portion of prospective bidders?

2. What rationale is used to waive a solicitation bond requirement after bil opening?

3. How many time, during FY 75 and 76 has your activity rejected a low apparent

bidder based on the contractor’s failure to furn idi the required bonds?

lnd 4 Pais lof 4
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I
4. How many times during FY 75 and 76 ha. your activity terminated a contract for

default based on the contractor ’s failure to furnish the required bond?

5. Ha. your activity been involved in any solicitation protests (informal or formal)
revolving around the inclusion of bonds? If yes, give a brief outhne of the basis of the
protest aid the outcome.

~ cl4 Pqe2o1 4
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Appendix A—(Cont ’d):

6. Should the use of bonding requirements be increased or decreased? Why?

7. What are the most importait benefits accruing to the Govern ment becaise of a

bonding requirement?

8. What arc the most important detrime nts to the Government because of a bonding

requirement?

Incl 4 P age3of 4
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Appendix A—(Cont’d):

9. Do you have local policies or procedure. for inclusion of bond requirements? Please
furnidi a copy of each .

10. What revisions (i.e., additions or deletions) to current policies and procedure., a
specified in ASPR , APP, etc., ar e needed to improve effective bond usage on service
contracts?

~ d4  Pap 4of 4
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APPENDIX B

SURETY LETTER TO CONTRACTOR ’S PREVIOUS CUSTOMER

Gentlemen: RE:

We are in the process of establishing Surety Credit for these people. Your name has been

given as a reference since they have previoualy done work for you. The following questions

are an important part of our investigation, so please send an early reply in order that prompt

consideration may be given them . Your rep ly will be considered strictly confld entiai and

will devolve no respon sibility upon you.

Mana ger , Bond Department

1. Nature and dollar value ~,f the prqect?

2. Were they cooperative?

3. Did they meet schedule. promp tly?

4. Wa. the job properl y supervised and staffed? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5. Did they meet obligations to laborers, material houses, and subcontractors as

agreed?

6. In your professional opinion, do you consider them fully experienced and
qual ified to handle project . of thi, class and sise? _______________________________
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Date: Thm:__________

By:

Thie: ________________________________________



APPENDIX C

SURETY LE1’TER TO CONTRACTOR ’S PREVIOUS SUPPLIERS

Gentlemen:

We are in the process of estab lishing Surety Credit for these people. The following question.
are an important part of our investigation , so please send an earl y reply in order that prompt
consideration may be given them. Your reply will be considered confidential and will
devolve no responsibility upon you.

Account Opened : _________________  Credit Limit : ______________________

Recent High Credit : ________________  
Last Sold : ________________________

Amount Owing: ________________ Last Paid: ______________________

Amount Past Due ____________ 
30 Days 60 Days

Terms: 90 Days_______ 120 Days

Secured by: ________________ Over 120 Days

Please Check. ____

~

ow but co&lectable

_____Discount — Unsatisfactory

Anticipates ... flote. paid at maturity

Pays Within terms _Turned over for collection

96



Append ix C—(Cont ’d):

Pays by postdated ____Cash basis only
check

COMMENTS: ___________________________________________________

BY _______________________________ DATE 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

97



APPENDIX D

SURETY LETTER TO CONTRA CTOR’S BANK

Gentlemen:

We are in the process of establishing Surety Credit for the firm shown above. The following
quest ions are an important part of our investigation, so please send an earl y reply in order
that prompt consideration may be given them. Your reply will be considered confidential
ard will devolve no responsibility upon you. A postage free envelope i. provided for your
reply.

Years doing business With? _________________________________________

Line of credit established? Amount? _________________________

Amount borrowed against this line? _______________________________

Balance available now? _________________

Equipment Financing? ________ Amount Owing?

Receivable Fmnancing? Amount Owing?

Remarics:_______________________________

Date Bark Officer

98
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APP ENDIX C

PROJ ECT MANAGER

Harold F. Candy, Project Officer , Procurement Analyst, U.S. Army Procwement R~esearch
Office , ALMC. BS, Pennsylvania State Unneiiity, 1962. Prior to joining APRO in August
1969, Mr. Candy was employed a a Contract Specialist for 7 years with the U.S. Navy
Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr. Candy received an MS in Contract
aid Procurement Management at florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Florida, in
September 1974. In addition to his research assignment, Mr. Candy instructs in a graduate
level procurement program at a local university.
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